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ABSTRACT 

This thesis investigates several issues related to the provisions afforded 

by aspects of the Canadian welfare state to protect the rights of migrant labour 

participating in the Canadian Seasonal Agricultural Workers Program. In the 

introduction and literature review, I provide the background of the program and 

present the nature of the issues that surround it. I also outline the problems that 

migrant agricultural workers face while participating in the program. These are 

mainly due to the few provisions that are extended to this secondary sector 

labour group, a group of workers that is barely visible to Canadian society. 

In the main part of the thesis, I analyze the two instruments that allow the 

entry of these workers into Canada and the different pieces of Canadian 

legislation that are relevant to protecting legitimate rights of any person who 

works in this country. More importantly, I also present findings derived from 

interviews with migrant agricultural workers and key informants from advocacy 

groups and the labour movement regarding those provisions. Based on their 

inSights and on the dual market theory, I scrutinize the pOSition of the Canadian 

welfare state concerning the legitimate provisions migrant workers should be 

entitled to and how the globalization context influences that position. I conclude 

with a series of ideas that, in my opinion, could positively affect this labour 

group's welfare status. 
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CHAPTER 1 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction to the issue 

The following is a fragment of a letter that Mexican migrant agricultural 

workers working at Golden Eagle Farm, in British Columbia, sent to the 

organization Justicia4MigrantWorkers. The letter was published on the 

organization's website on April 7' 2006: 

"Through this letter we are asking for the prompt intervention of the 
relevant authorities given that many problems exist for us, the 
Mexican agricultural workers of the Golden Eagle Group farm, who 
feel disappointed and harmed, both morally and economically, with 
regards to the Seasonal Agricultural worker Program between 
Mexico and Canada. This is due to the fact that many irregularities 
exist at the job, some of which are for example in the economic 
aspect .... In the fields we do not have proper places to eat; we eat 
on the ground and under the rain because they forbid us to get on 
the bus. Also there are not enough bathrooms in the blueberry 
area; there is only one bathroom which is full of excrement. in other 
words when we have to do our physiological necessities (i.e. got to 
the bathroom) we have to go in the open. This is an embarrassing 
situation and risky for us. For this reason some of the workers are 
sick with diarrhea (sic), nevertheless the worst part is that they do 
not give us medicine and they don't take us to the doctor because 
the supervisors say that we do not have the right to medical 
service, in spite of having a social insurance card that it seems is 
only valid if we are in grave condition or dying ... we feel intimidated 
by the supervisors who tell us that if we get sick and don't work, 
then they won't pay us and that also medical attention costs us 
approximately $80 plus medicine and the taxi from the farm to the 
medical c1inic .. .[a] worker was told by one of the managers that all 
the expenses were to be deducted from his pay cheque, so the 
worker called the Mexican consulate to express his disagreement 
and to ask for their intervention. The same manager found out 
about this and the next day asked for the worker and interrogated 
him about what he had told the consulate. He was informed about 
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the disagreement and was told that the medical service was not 
going to be deducted from his pay, but that he should not call the 
consulate again, that when he had a problem he should first speak 
to him. Another subject is that the houses are very small for the 
number of workers in each one, in one of the houses the kitchen is 
very small and there are only two refrigerators for 10 people and 
the fan in the kitchen doesn't work, because it doesn't have the 
necessary tubing to remove the smoke and as a result the house 
fills with heavy smoke and the fire alarms go off a lot... These 
managers from the beginning have treated us with scream, 
humiliations, intimidations; they also forbid us to talk, sing, or 
whistle and have even pushed a worker, who for fear and 
ignorance of his rights did not want to report the incident. For these 
and other motives, we beg the authorities to find a solution to these 
problems and that the contract to work in greenhouses is carried 
out and in that way we can work more hours like other workers and 
recover the time lost in this farm." (Justice4MigrantWorkers; April, 
2006) 

To many people, this may seem something surreal to be happening in 

Canada in the early 21st century. Nevertheless, it is possible and fairty easy to 

confirm that similar situations occur day after day in several locations in rural 

Canada (e.g. British Columbia and southern Ontario). For instance, if one takes a 

short drive southwest from Toronto to places such as Simcoe or Leamington, 

Ontario, it is practically certain, from the experience of some key informants of 

this study as well as my personal experience, that one will learn about situations 

such as the ones illustrated in this letter. In those towns, it is common to hear 

these types of stories if one builds some trust with the farm workers by mingling 

and talking with them. 

Every year, rural Canada is in need of thousands and thousands of people 

to plant and harvest the country's crops on a timely basis. This has facilitated 

increasing prosperity in Canada's agricultural industry during the past several 

2 
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decades. Due to reasons that will be addressed and discussed later in this paper, 

many of these people happen to be non-native Canadians (mostly Mexican and 

Caribbean workers). Indeed, one important group of this migrant workforce that is 

not as visible in Canadian society is migrant agricultural workers. Canada has 

historically needed the migrant workforce and has benefited from it (Baines & 

Sharma, 2002; Pereda, 2001). The instrument that allows the organized 

movement of foreign workers to meet the needs of Canadian agricultural industry 

is the Canadian Seasonal Agricultural Workers Program (CSAWP). The migrant 

workers who participate in the program are employed as a secondary labour 

force. They rather come to be residual workers who take over jobs that most 

Canadians do not want to do; therefore, these migrant workers end up being not 

as visible a group as other labour groups (Le., doctors, architects, and 

businessmen) (Fischer & Nijkamp, 1987). Participants in the program remain 

vulnerable and invisible mainly because of structural barriers that prohibit them 

from any mobility within the Canadian labour market (Leontaridi, 1998). Yet, their 

contribution to the development and optimal functioning of the communities they 

work in has been well documented (Basok, 2002, 2003). Furthermore, the 

CSAWP and the issues related to it have been a silent feature of globalization for 

a long time as the CSAWP fills Canadian economic and labour needs (as well as 

the sending countries' needs). 
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1.2 Purpose of the Study 

There are different approaches that can be looked at in an analysis of the 

movement of international labour force, which has taken on a growing 

importance within a globalization context. There is, for instance, analysis from an 

economic approach, and just as important, the conditions and protection that 

migrant workers have from a social justice perspective. 

On the one hand, it is known that the movement of migrant workers 

contributes to economic and employment growth of both the country that sends 

its workers and the country that receives and employs those workers (Baines & 

Sharma, 2002; Greenhill, 2000; International labour Organization, 2004; Pereda 

et a!. 2001). On the other hand, however, it is also known that the conditions 

migrant workers face are, more often than not, disadvantageous; that is, they are 

placed in vulnerable positions. For the most part, they have to deal with an array 

of difficult situations (i.e., lack of knowledge of their rights, language barriers, 

cultural issues such as overt racism and gender discrimination, family separation, 

etc) and power imbalances along their journey (Le., pay discrimination, unfair 

deductions, lack of appeal mechanisms, etc) (Baines & Sharman, 2002; Basok, 

2003; Pickard, 2003; Verma, 2003). 

For a welfare scholar, it is compelling to pay attention to the conditions 

that migrant workers have to work in, and to the protection of their rights from a 

social justice perspective within the context of the Canadian welfare state. The 

Canadian welfare state purports to have protections for various categories of 

4 
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workers and people who dwell and work here in general. Turner and Turner 

(2005) argue that one of the main functions of the Canadian welfare state is to 

ensure that individuals and groups are able to access a range of goods and 

services they need for their well-being. As observed in these introductory 

statements, there seems to be a gap between what is stated in the letter 

presented at the beginning of this section of the study and what is argued as one 

of the main features of the Canadian welfare state. Thus, the purpose of this 

study is to analyze the protections afforded by aspects of the welfare state for 

protecting the rights of migrant labour within the context of globalization, 

particularly regarding the protection of the working conditions and the rights of 

this vulnerable labour group, a group that is composed of workers who are barely 

visible to Canadian society, a group of people who seem to be somewhat hidden 

and for whom the legislative and institutional protections available are very 

frequently unknown, not respected, or inaccessible in most of the cases, as will 

be illustrated in further sections of this study. It is the purpose of this study to 

observe and judge the capacity of the Canadian welfare state to reach into those 

domains that appear to be not as central within the context of globalization. The 

study tries to find answers to questions such as: 1) Is the Canadian welfare state 

committed to reach into those domains? 2) Is the Canadian welfare state able to 

do it? 3) To what extent is Canadian welfare state committed to protect all 

workers in the Canadian labour force? 4) Or is Canadian welfare state only able 

and/or committed to protect only those who are in the primary labour force? 
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By looking at the literature, policies, instruments, and developments for 

their protection, in addition to the insights of migrant agricultural workers and a 

few key informants, this study analyzes the provisions afforded by the Canadian 

welfare state and its commitment to protect secondary labour force members 

who are mostly invisible in Canadian society. The study incorporates elements of 

globalization and its impact on importing and exporting workers, and looks at 

whether that affects the position from which the Canadian welfare state extends 

entitlements or protections to these secondary labour force workers who appear 

to be a peripheral workforce. It is evident that globalization is spreading, but are 

the protections for migrant workers spreading as well? Finally, the thesis 

analyzes recent developments and initiatives taken by the trade union movement 

as well as advocacy groups in order to extend protections to migrant agricultural 

workers and whether migrant agricultural workers really benefit from these 

efforts. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Background, History, and Development of the CSAWP 

The issue of recruiting workers for agriculture has been on Canada's 

agenda for at least 65 years, and it appears to remain the trend as the 

agricultural labour shortages are sustained. Agricultural labour has been in 

decline since the 1940s. In 1941 for example, almost 30% of the Canadian 

workforce was employed in agriculture, but this percentage had dropped to only 

seven percent by the late 1960s (Verma, 2003). Interestingly, this drop was not 

accompanied by a decline in the need for labour in that sector. The low wages 

and lack of benefits and premiums were identified as disincentives for potential 

agricultural workers to work short periods on a seasonal basis (Baines & 

Sharma, 2002; Verma, 2003). Therefore, Canadian agricultural workers were, 

and are, continually being lost to competing sectors which offer better wages, 

better working conditions, and full-time status rather than seasonal employment 

(Greenhill, 2000; Verma, 2003). 

Ever since the 1940s, the Canadian government has made some attempts 

to try to solve these shortages. Amongst others, the government tried to address 

this issue with summer student programs and farm labour pools (Andre, 1990, in 

Verma, 2003; Basok, 2002). In 1943, there was already a program, Progress of 

Farm Labour Program, which was administered by the Ministry of Labour. One of 

7 
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the program's main objectives was precisely "to augment the farm labour 

program" (The Labour Gazette, May 1943, p. 568) as described by the Minister 

of Labour to the House of Commons on February of that year. All the provinces 

approved agreements between the federal and provincial governments, and 

established the Special Dominion-Provincial F arm Labour Committees to 

determine the kind of program to be followed by each province (The Labour 

Gazette, May 1943, p. 568). After that, several other endeavours were made to 

contribute to solving this issue. The Employment and Immigration Commission, 

for instance, experimented with some local worker programs such as the 

Canadian Clearance Program, which tried to bring workers to Ontario from 

different regions of the country. Young and aboriginal people were the target of 

these attempts to meet this labour demand. These were socially marginalized 

groups on which restrictions of social mobility could be placed to provide the 

agricultural sector with the required demand of labour. Although those local 

programs and initiatives seemed to respond to the problem of worker 

recruitment, these programs did not fulfill the shortages satisfactorily. Verma 

(2003) argues that those attempts proved to be ineffective. For example, 

students went back to school, and workers were looking for better wages and 

working conditions. Sasok (2002) suggests that it was when national sources of 

labour proved ineffective that the federal government turned to international 

sources. 
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2.2 Petitions, Contestations, and Expansion to the Foreign Labour 

Domain 

Before the start of the Canadian Seasonal Agricultural Workers Program 

(CSAWP) in the 1960s, Canadian farmers had tried hard for years to convince 

government officials that there were almost no Canadians who would work the 

crops, and that the few who were available were not reliable and qualified. 

Farmers claimed that they sometimes would have liked to hire their fellow 

citizens, but these were very hard to find. Canadian farmers finally convinced 

their government in the 1960s (Pickard, 2003). But it took a long time for the 

CSAWP to materialize and function as it does these days. 

After the first attempts mentioned above and after the World War II, the 

Canadian government started to look at different options to solve the issue; one 

option was the international labour market. The federal government started to 

look at immigration policies as a path toward the solution to the ongoing labour 

shortages. During the late 1940s and early 1950s the Canadian government 

began by offering Polish veterans temporary entry to Canada, stating that they 

were to be employed in the agricultural sector only for a period of two years. This 

action was later extended to displaced people from Eastern Europe (Verma, 

2003). In 1947, Canada signed the first bilateral agreement with the Dutch 

government. The main objective of this agreement was to facilitate the entry of 

Dutch people into farm labour pOSitions. 

9 
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These first immigration developments were more effective than the local 

initiatives, but there was still a problem. Most of these migratory initiatives 

allowed migrant workers to apply for citizenship after a period of up to five years. 

This situation allowed these newcomers to attain the citizenship status that 

permitted them to look for jobs with better working conditions and a better wages. 

So, on the one hand,as Verma (2003) illustrates, these first migratory attempts 

did solve the problem of recruitment, on the other hand, they did not solve the 

problem of retention. 

The result of this situation was that during the late 1950s and early 1960s, 

growers (mainly from southern Ontario) pressured the Canadian federal 

government to permit the entry of workers from the Caribbean islands. Farmers 

suggested that Caribbean workers work on a seasonal basis in the Canadian 

fields-suggesting more restrictions-so that workers wouldn't leave the jobs, 

especially during critical harvest periods. Verma (2003) states that the first 

contestation by the federal government was to resist this petition and rather put 

pressure on growers so that wages and working conditions were bettered in 

order for those positions to be more attractive and filled by Canadians. Verma 

(2003) argues that there were mainly two reasons for the Canadian government 

to resist this petition; first, the capacity of Caribbean workers to adapt to working 

in Canada and second, the impact on the racial demographic of Canada. There 

was fear of a substantial increase of people of colour in Canada according to a 

1966 memo by the Assistant Deputy Minister of Immigration presented in a 

10 
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thorough report elaborated for the North South Institute by Verma (2003). 

Satzewich (as cited in Verma, 2003) argues that the roots of this fear were 

Canadians' perception of "racial problems" in the United States and the United 

Kingdom. The result of this fear was a discriminatory policy that still persists 

today, as will be discussed later. 1 Therefore, one of the most important 

requirements by the Canadian government was that the workers stayed in 

Canada solely on a temporary basis, without an option to apply for citizenship. 

Finally, after years of lobbying and as a response to sustained labour shortages, 

the Canadian federal govemment through the Human Resources Development 

Canada (HRDC), in cooperation with Citizen and Immigration Canada (CIC), 

developed the Canadian Seasonal Agricultural Workers Program (CSAWP). In 

1966, the CSAWP allowed the entry of 264 Jamaican workers to harvest south

western Ontario's fields. 'Canada2 followed up with negotiations with Trinidad and 

Tobago as well as Barbados in 1967, Mexico in 1974, and in 1976 with the 

Eastem Caribbean Islands (the Grenadines, Antigua and Barbuda, Dominica, 

Grenada, St. Kitts & Nevis, St Lucia, St Vincent, and Montserrat) (Vanegas, 

2003). The policy adopted by Canada was to import migrant workers every 

harvest season rather than insisting that growers improve wages and working 

conditions. 

1 For further details, see Verma, 2003. 
2 The Mexican researcher, Rosa Maria Vanegas Garcia, suggests that those 
negotiations started as early as 1947 with the Caribbean countries. 

11 
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One important reason for the expansion of the program was that some 

growers were recruiting non-Canadian workers on their own; they used private 

contractors who provided them mainly with Portuguese and Mexican workers 

even before the CSAWP was implemented. A special taskforce created by the 

Department of Manpower and Immigration detected some abuses by these 

growers in what at the beginning was mainly a Caribbean program (Verma, 

2003). The taskforce reported that: 

"The authors of this report, and those who accompanied them, 
were shocked, alarmed and sickened at some of the arrangements 
made for accommodation in Canada for Mexican families, at their 
wages and working conditions, at the fact that the entire family 
works in the fields for the season, at the lack of schooling, at the 
evidence of malnutrition which exists among them, and at 
numerous other factors such as non-existent health facilities. n 

(Canada Department of Manpower and Immigration [1973] in: 
Verma, 2003, p. 9) 

The taskforce confirmed that the reason for the unattractiveness of these 

jobs were mainly due to the poor accommodations for workers and the low 

wages. The taskforce members also made this recommendation: 

Ulf it is decided, as a policy matter, that the Department will continue 
to facilitate the bringing in of offshore seasonal workers from 
countries other than those included under the Caribbean program, 
there must be negotiated with those countries-particularly Mexico 
and Portugal-agreements which guarantee basic and humane 
treatment of the workers involved, including wage guarantees, 
transportation assistance, health standards and accommodation 
criteria, among others. To this end, the Manpower Division of the 
Department must be involved in negotiations with foreign 
governments concerned, along with Immigration, External Affairs 
and other departments concerned. 

12 
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The Department must be prepared to commit substantial additional 
resources, either manpower or financial, if it is to continue, as it 
must, to be responsible for the recruitment and admission to 
Canada of offshore seasonal workers from whatever country ... Until 
these resources are committed, the Department will continue to be 
open to quite justified criticism and no defence will be possible 
against the results of some of the deplorable conditions which now 
exist and which are identified in this report." (Canada Department of 
Manpower and Immigration [19731 in: Verma, 2003, p. 10) 

The expansion of the CSAWP to include Mexican workers was thus 

accepted and promoted so that, as illustrated above, there was a control on 

illegal immigration and migrant agricultural workers had minimum standards of 

accommodations, treatment, and wages. In 1974, in response to the findings by 

the taskforce, Canada formalized the entry of Mexican workers (Vanegas, 2003; 

Verma, 2003). 

The CSAWP was created then to provide a supplementary source of 

reliable and qualified seasonal labour in order to improve Canada's prosperity in 

the agricultural industry by ensuring that crops were planted and harvested every 

year. The arrival of foreign workers was also accepted by the Canadian 

Federation of Agriculture, which requested a supply of seasonal migrant 

agricultural labourers. 

13 
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2.3 Government to Government Agreements3 

Thus far, some background of the Canadian situation that resulted in the 

creation of the CSAWP has been provided. But before presenting what the 

literature and documents say about the government to government agreements 

that took place for the CSAWP to be developed, let us take a look at a brief 

snapshot of the situation that prompted Mexico to participate in the CSAWP. 

The impoverishment of the fields and the lack of job opportunities in 

Mexico, particularly in rural areas, gave way to the migration of Mexican 

peasants to the United States and, more recently, to Canada (Vanegas, 2003). 

Such a situation has been recurrent for a long time, and it has gotten worse with 

the globalization process. The issue of unemployment has been on the Mexican 

government agenda for more than 40 years with the government trying different 

ways to generate employment. Therefore, temporary migration agreements have 

been appealing to the Mexican government. 4 

Mexico itself had an experience of these kinds of bilateral programs such 

as the one created during the World War II with the United States known as 

Programa Bracero (Organization for the Economic Co-operation and 

Development, 1998). It was a similar program to the CSAWP, although bigger. It 

has been calculated that approximately two million Mexican migrant workers 

3 For purposes of this thesis, and as a Mexican myself, my focus is mainly on the 
participation of Mexico in the CSAWP. 

It is important to mention that, according to Organizacion de los Estados 
Americanos and its Consejo Interamericano para el Desarrollo Integral, the 
unemployment rate has been declining since 1993, yet, it has not been enough 
to stop the massive flow of migrant workers. 

14 
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participated in that program from 1942 to 1964 (Pickard, 2003; Vanegas, 2003). 

It is worth mentioning that the program was finished unilaterally by the United 

States as a consequence of that country's finding its employment force regulated 

and balanced once World War II was over (Durand, 2003). The story of braceros 

(Mexican migrant workers to the United States) "illustrates a continuous history of 

collusion between governments and companies, in support of the latter's 

interests, to the detriment of workers" (Pickard, 2004, p. 1). The Bracero Program 

is mentioned in this part of the paper because it can be seen as a historical 

model for what happened, years after, with the Mexico-Canada Seasonal 

Agricultural Workers Program. Indeed, the same collusion and injustices continue 

today in the CSAWP. as will be illustrated later in this paper. 

The participation of Mexico in the CSAWP started in 1974 with the signing 

of a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) by the federal governments of 

Mexico and Canada of. The MOU established the legal entrance of Mexican 

agricultural workers to Canada on a temporary basis in order to fulfill the 

Canadian need for farm workers (Mexican Consulate, 2006). The CSAWP was 

established by the MOU signed by the federal governments of Canada and 

Mexico. On the Canadian side, the Minister of Human Resources and Social 

Development Canada (HRSDC) was the representative of the government of 

Canada and Signatory for the MOU; on the Mexican side, the Secretary of the 

External Relations Secretariat was the representative of the Mexican government 

and its signatory. 

I :') 
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The Memorandum of Understanding states that "it is an intergovernmental 

administrative agreement, which does not constitute an international agreement, 

and whose difference upon its interpretation or application and its annexes, will 

be solved through consultation between the two parties" (MOU, 1974). It is 

important to mention that the MOU is pronounced explicitly as an 

"intergovernmental," rather than an international agreement because this way, 

the parties participating in the CSAWP acknowledge that the MOU is not a 

binding agreement, and thus participating parties are not bound to requirements 

of conventions such as the Vienna Convention (Verma, 2003), or conventions of 

the International Labour Organization. 

As we can see, the process that gave birth to the CSAWP was started 

internally by Canadian federal and provincial governments after listening to the 

demands of groups of farmers and agricultural producers regarding human 

resources supply shortages and/or weaknesses in the agriculture industry. 

Afterwards, government agencies deemed indicators such as vacancy rates, 

forecasted demand, unemployment rate, among other factors so that they could 

verify the demands. 

As suggested by United Food and Commercial Workers Canada (UFCW) 

in its "National Report: Status of Migrant Farm Workers in Canada" of 2002, there 

has been a cloak of secrecy that surrounds most aspects of the CSAWP. Thus, it 

is very difficult to obtain more information about how negotiations occurred. 

Furthermore, that report claims that the program has been operating since 1966 
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"with virtually no public scrutiny and very little accountability" (p. 4). Having 

mentioned that, it is important to say that close to no information has been found 

about the type of deliberations that have taken place regarding this program 

other than those presented in the excellent report elaborated by Verma (from 

which most of the information of the background of the CSAWP is taken). 

2.4 Aim of the Policy and Characteristics of th~ CSAWP 

The CSAWP is a program that permits the organized movement of foreign 

workers to meet the seasonal needs of Canadian agricultural growers when 

shortages of qualified Canadian workers have historically occurred (Greenhill, 

2000). The welfare aim of the CSAWP is, on the Canadian side, to guarantee 

that farms and greenhouses have workers when they are most needed. As 

mentioned before, the Canadian government, in cooperation with agricultural 

producers and a number of foreign countries created the CSAWP. It was 

established in order to address the demands of the agricultural industry workers 

and producers, so the CSAWP basically obeys economical development and 

managed social capital expansion nature. Verma (2003) argues that the two 

relevant policy objectives in the CSAWP and related Canadian immigration laws 

are that migrant workers should be afforded the same treatment to Canadian 

workers and the fact of contracting migrant agricultural workers should not result 

in the depression of wages and working conditions which may result unattractive 

to Canadian workers. 
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The CSAWP is an annual program with contracts usually starting in spring 

and ending in fall. Canadian authorities communicate to their Mexican 

counterparts the number of seasonal workers they want under contract and the 

characteristics of the workers they need. Mexican authorities manage the 

process of selecting the workers and allocate them with their Canadian 

employers. 

Mexican agricultural workers sign a contract of employment with a 

Canadian employer. The contract length goes from a minimum of six weeks to a 

maximum of eight months, depending on the activity the employees are going to 

perform. After the contract ends, workers must return to Mexico. Currently, more 

than 70% of the workers who immigrate to Canada to work on a temporary basis 

are the so-called nominal workers (Sasok, 2002), that is to say, they have been 

working before in Canada with the same employer, who is willing to contract with 

them again for the following season. Under this particular situation, it is possible 

to identify Mexican seasonal workers who have been immigrating to Canada on a 

temporal basis for more than 20 years. 

The Memorandum of Understanding signed by Canada and Mexico states 

that the employer will cover the cost of the round-flight tickets. The employer 

must provide the employees as well with proper food and accommodation. 

Mexican agricultural workers arriving in Canada, as mentioned above, have the 

same rights and obligations as Canadian workers working in the same activity. 

This includes the same salary, medical insurance, and employment insurance 
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(Memorandum of Understanding between the federal governments of Mexico 

and Canada, 1974). Another important aspect of the MOU is that, should there 

be any differences upon its interpretation or application and its annexes, they will 

be solved through consultation between the two parties (MOU, 1974).5 

2.5 Who in the Government Is in Charge of the CSAWP? 

The implementation of the CSAWP is carried out by the following private 

and public agencies of Mexico and Canada (Consejeria Agroalimentaria d~ 

Mexico en Canada, 2003): 

2.5.1 Canada 

HRSDC administers the CSAWP through its network of Human Resources 

Centers in the provinces. HRSDC's policy regarding the employment offoreign 

workers encourages employers to put in place human resource strategies to 

determine their current and future labour market needs, and to ensure that 

Canadians and permanent residents are always considered for employment in 

the first instance (Sasok, 2002). When employers demonstrate that reliable and 

qualified workers can only be found outside the country, or when hiring a foreign 

worker can directly benefit Canadians, it facilitates the process for employers 

hiring temporary foreign workers. HRSDC also helps the employers with the 

process of contracting with international workers on a temporal basis. HRSDC 

assesses the applications for international workers and provides an opinion of 

5 Representatives of each country's federal government or government agents 
meet every year to discuss the issues related to the CSAWP. 
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the impact of those contracts on the Canadian labour market. In order to facilitate 

the movement of Mexican workers, HRSDC is in constant communication with 

Citizenship and Immigration Canada and with the Embassy of Canada in Mexico. 

WIth the objective of involving the agricultural sector of Canada in the process, 

an alliance between HRSDC and the representatives of the Canadian agricultural 

industry was formed. This alliance resulted in the Foreign Agricultural Resource 

Management Services (FARMS) (Consejeda Agroalimentaria de Mexico en 

Canad~,2003). 

FARMS i~ a private sector nonprofit organization federally incorporated in 

1987 and managed by elected representatives from the farmer community 

(Verma, 2003). This body is authorized by HRSDC to be the administrative arm 

of the M/SAWP in Ontario and assists in the processing of requests for Mexican 

seasonal agricultural workers. FARMS communicates the orders for workers who 

have been authorized by the Local Human Resources Centers (LHCC) to the 

federal government of Mexico on behalf of HRSDC. 

CANAG: FARMS works closely with CanAg Travel Services Ltd., which is 

the only authorized travel agent that arranges travel service on behalf of the 

employers, for the movement of international seasonal agricultural workers 

(Consejeria Agroalimentaria de Mexico en Canada, 2003). 

Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade (DFAIT): DFAIT, 

through the Embassy of Canada in Mexico, is the office in charge of receiving 

and processing with the proper Canadian agencies, the applications and 
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employment authorizations or work visas for the selected agricultural workers. 

DFAIT also reviews the workers' medical examinations (Consejerfa 

Agroalimentaria de ,MexiCo en Canada, 2003). 

Provincial Health Ministries: Provincial Health Ministries, where the farms 

are located, are in charge of reviewing the health documentation corresponding 

to the seasonal agricultural workers who enter to that province. These provisional 

health ministri~s also assess the housing conditions of the seasonal workers 

(Consejeria Agroalimentaria de Mexico en Canada, 2003). 

2.5.2 Mexico 

Secretaria de RelacionesExteriores: The Secretariat of External Relations 

coordinates the CSAWP with the Mexican consulates. This agency issues the 

travel documents for the workers and provides protection against the problems 

workers might face during their stay in Canada, The consulates of Mexico in 

Canada are the direct contact (governmental agent) between the federal 

government of Mexico and the Canadian agencies involved in the program. The 

consu~ates also have an office to assist the workers in Canada and make sure 

that the contracts between Mexican workers and Canadian employers are 

followed (Mexican Consulate, 2006; Verma, 2003). 

Sec-retaria del Trabajo y Prevision Social (STPS): The Secretariat of 

labour and Social Planning is the agency responsible for the selection and 

recruitment of the seasonal agricultural workers in Mexico. STPS also 
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coordinates the elaboJation of the workers' files, making sure the workers rolfill 

the requirements needed by the employers and follow up the contracts between 

Canadian employers and Mexican employees (Consejeria Agroalimentalia de 

Mexico en Canada, 2003). 

Secretaria de Gobernaci6n (SG): The Secretariat of Interior issues the 

immigration documents corresponding to the seasonal agricultural workers in 

Canada (Consejeria Agroalimentaria de Mexico en Canada, 2003). 

Secreta ria de Salud (SS): The Minjstry of Health (SS) performs the 

required medical examinations on the workers and issues a medical approval, 

taking in consideration the activity the workers will do in Canada (Consejerla 

Agroalimentaria de Mexico en Canada, 2003). 

2.6 The CSAWP Within the Context of Globalization 

It is known that, as stated in reports of the International Organization of 

Labour (ILO) (2004), international migration is not something new, or a transient 

phenomenon. As a matter of fact, demographic and other trends indicate that this 

is a phenomenon that is likely to increase rather than decrease (ILO, 2004; 

Organization for the Economic Co-operation and Development, 1998; Verea, 

2001). Indeed, migration is a phenomenon that has always existed. Migration 

usually involves an array of reasons such as wars, natural disasters, and, in this 

case, economic reasons. Migration has been a sustained phenomenon caused 

by the policies emanating from the neo~liberal model, which emphasizes the 
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interests of big corporations (Pickard, 2005). Some (Bane~ee & Linstead, 2001) 

also suggest that the notions and benefits of globalization are inextricably 

connected with the continual development of First World economies rather than 

that of developing countries. Vanegas (2003) argues that the globalization of the 

wond's economy, technological advancements, and the crisis of capitalism are 

factors that undeniably affect dependent or non-First-World countries. She states 

that, the bigger the internationalization of workforce, the more need for groups of 

peopJe to look for employment abroad with the goal of improving their life 

conditions. Accordingly, unemployment has augmented constantly in the world. 

Many argue that this rise in unemployment represents a symptom of worldwide 

economic stagnation (Vanegas, 2003). Further, the lntemational Organization of 

labour (2004) states that one of the biggest problems the world faces in this 

century is that of unemployment. In the short period from 2000 to 2002,24 million 

people lost their jobs. Moreover, there is evidence that the globalization and the 

restructuring contexts have not benefited all nations equally. Polarization sets 

apart countries from the north and countries from the south, the latter being the 

more negatively affected by this phenomenon. Furthermore, the Organization for 

the Economic Co-operation and Development (1998) contends that the purpose 

of these kinds of temporary labour movements is not really to meet specific job 

needs or to develop lasting ties between countries but to allow the flexibility of 

the labour market. 
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Although the CSAWP was developed a few years before the changes in 

the 1980s that led to what we know now as globalization, the CSAWP has 

certainly been an ideal instrument for this end (for example, greater trade and 

financial integration). Moreover, some of the issues surrounding CSAWP have 

been exacerbated because of the implementation of agreements of free trade 

amongst nations. 

During the past two decades. important trade agreements were developed 

between the countries of North America: the first one between Canada and the 

United States. and a few years later, the North American Free Trade Agreement 

(NAFTA), which incorporated the participation of Mexico. "NAFTA took effect in 

January 1994, despite severe oppositions from labour groups'" (Phelps, 2001, p. 

23). Its promoters promised that free trade could be good for the workers of all 

North America, that labour and governments could work together to ensure the 

rights of the workers and the equality on their lives. Due to. and as a response to 

the opposition of a number of groups who foresaw the possible negative impacts 

of NAFTA, the North American Agreement on Labour Cooperation (NAALC) was 

created. It was introduced as a side agreement that would police basic labour 

standards in the three countries. It has not proven to better the conditions for 

many workers who have sought its protection (Phelps. 2001). The NAALC is said 

to be an example of an attempt to watch labour standards in the three participant 

countries. It is an instrument that allows labour, human rights groups. and 

governments to scrutinize and challenge the ways in which each country ensures 
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the provision of basic health, safety, and human rights on jobs. "This agreement 

is designed to promote a cooperative resolution, using publicity and transparency 

to pressure each country to enforce its own laws" (Garvey, as cited in Phelps, 

2001, p. 24). The NAALC is an avenue that pays attention to the enforcement of, 

amongst others, the following principles (which, by the way, in the CSAWP, are 

overlooked by employers and authorities, more often than not): 

• Freedom of association and protection of the right to organize; 
• The right to bargain collectively; 
• The right to strike; 
• Elimination of employment discrimination on the basis of race, 

religion, age, sex, or other grounds as determined by each 
country's domestic laws; and 

• Protection of migrant workers. 

Phelps (2001) concludes that the NAALC is an essential political 

document, although it relies on the willingness of each country to accommodate 

basic labour rights in order to advance the ultimate goal of expanded free trade; 

the effects of the NAALC depend entirely on the way that it is used and enforced 

by the departments of labour in each country. Phelps states that the NAALC is 

ridden with conflict of interest, inasmuch as the agreement leaves enforcement to 

the governments themselves, which, as some suggest, are hungry for free trade 

(Banerjee & Linstead, 2001). Trade translates into low wages, minimal social 

benefits, little taxation for secondary labour workers on the one hand and the 

best interests of large corporations in general on the other. She also states that 

these kinds of agreements will not be effective without the pressure, attention, 

and scrutiny from the public, not only from labour groups. She argues that this 
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movement has been quiet on the issue of unions (such as the developments 

undertaken by UFCW). Phelps concludes that the NAALC was designed only as 

a way to protect NAFT A from its critics and advocate for gradual reform that 

might prevent only the most obvious and most provocative breaches on labour 

rights. The NAALC also functions as a review process that can help to distract 

the public's anger at the mistreatment of workers' bad situations. 

Another aspect associated with the management of low-skilled migration 

is that of low wages. For example, the CSAWP is an instrument that, instead of 

solving labour shortages, aJlows the perpetuation of keeping low wages, as 
, 

findings to be discussed below suggest. It is a program that allows employers not 

to raise salaries (Baines & Sharma, 2002; Phelps, 2001; Thompson in the 

Toronto Globe and Mail, May 25,2005). So it appears that it does not matter that 

Canadian farm workers are being lost to competing sectors with better wages 

and working conditions, because it seems as though there will always be a pool 

of alien workers who might be willing to fill in those positions. Furthermore, 

migrant agricultural workers participating in the CSAWP are not entitled to claims 

for migratory status other than the work permits; that is, regardless of how many 

years they have been contributing to the growth of agriculture industry in 

Canada, they cannot aspire to obtain either permanent resident status or 

citizenship status. Some argue that this situation impedes migrant workers' 

access to proper and legitimate protection (Baines & Sharma, 2002). Moreover, 

"in the context of fluid global labour markets, part of the function of the present 
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legal and social category of citizen is to maintain a pool of highly exploitable and 

socially excluded workers" (Baines & Sharma, 2002, p. 76). But, regardless of 

their migratory status, something that can be said about migrant workers is that, 

although they might not enjoy the same rights as other workers (i.e., collective 

bargaining and collection of Employment Insurance [EID, they are forced to 

comply with the same obligations as their Canadian counterparts (Le., payment 

of taxes and EI deductions). Some (Baines & Sharma, 2002; Basok, 2002) state 

that migrant workers are certainly part of Canadian society; they contribute to the 

development of the community they work and live in, yet, that is something that 

seems not to be significant when it comes to claim for their rights. 

The above mentioned are very important issues that work together to 

make the situation of migrant agricultural workers even more difficult. However, it 

is also important to reflect on the impoverishment and unemployment in Mexican 

fields. Rostein (as cited in Phelps, 2002) argues that some estimate that 

hundreds of thousands of jobs have been lost in Mexico. NAFT A has proved to 

have the potential to produce negative changes in Mexican society inasmuch as 

"Mexicans now face greater unemployment, poverty and inequality than before 

the agreement began in 1994. With NAFTA the Mexican economy has largely 

ceased creating jobs. Mexicans have today basically three options to survive; 

migrate, mostly to the US; join the unproductive informal economy; or turn to 

crime" (sic) (Pickard, 2005, p. 3). Thus, the lives of Mexican citizens are full with 

uncertainties about their future. 
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It is evident that the situation of migrant agricultural workers is vulnerable 

more often than not (Sasok, 2003; Secerril, 2003; Justicia4MigrantWorl<ers, 

2006; Pickard, 2003; UFCW, 2004; Vanegas, 2000). It has also been argued in 

this section of the paper that the context of globalization and restructuring has 

exacerbated the issue of the protection of migrant workers and their rights. 

Although allegedly there are means to address the irregularities that migrant 

workers have to deal with (i.e., NAALC, the dictates of the Agricultural 

Employees Protection Act, and the annual revisions of the CSAWP by each 

country's civil servants), they have proven to be highly inaccessible and 

bureaucratized processes that favour employers more than migrant workers, but 

this is an issue that will be addressed later. 

2.7 The Canadian Experience in Managing Migrant Agricultural 

Workers 

2.7.1 The Issues of the SA WP 

Some argue that the Canadian experience in managing migrant 

agricultural workers can be put forward as a possible model of managed 

migration as the CSAWP is a program that does not impact the domestic work 

force. On the contrary, it is believed that the CSAWP has helped expand the 

industry by recognizing and responding to legitimate labour shortages (Greenhill, 

2000; Verma, 2003). Nevertheless, even though migrant agricultural workers in 

Canada are supposed to have the same rights and obligations as Canadian 

workers working in the same activity (MOU), migrant workers do not actually 
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enjoy those. For example: 1) migrant workers are not able to freely look for a 

different employer when they are somehow dissatisfied with their current 

situation and working conditions; 2) due to the "seasonal" character of the 

program, they are not eligible to demand the benefits of the Employment 

Insurance (EI) because those are not payable to laid-off workers who are not in 

Canada; or, 3) migrant workers do not have the means for collective bargaining 

and are not allowed to join a union. 

It is evident that there is an array of irregularities that migrant workers 

experience during their stay in Canada (Basok, 2003; Becerril, 2003; 

Justice4migrantworkers, 2006; Pickard, 2003; UFCW, 2004; Vanegas, 2000). 

According to the organization Justicia4MigrantWorkers (2006) and UFCW 

Canada (2004), the most recurrent issues migrant workers face are: unsafe 

working and housing conditions, unfair pay deductions (i.e., Employment 

Insurance), inadequate health attention and services, prohibition from collective 

bargaining and joining unions, inadequate representation in policy-making and 

contract disputes, denial of rights to claim residency and educational 

opportunities, and the lack of an appeal process when employers repatriate 

them. 

It is not difficult to find examples to illustrate what has been just 

mentioned. In addition to the letter that is presented at the beginning of this 
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thesis, the documentary "EI Contrato»6 illustrates very clearly all the issues listed 

above; some declarations in that documentary even go further. Following is a 

fragment of a comment by a Mexican migrant agricultural worker: 

U •• .in my mind slavery has not disappeared. And in this case we 
the Mexican workers are the slaves. I would like to say to aI/ the 
bosses that we are not machines, and I would like them to realize, if 
only a little bit, that the money they have is thanks to the work of al/ 
the Mexican agricultural workers that come to Canada to work. D 

(Manuel, Mexican worker in Canada. Fragment taken from the 
documentary EI Contrato, 2003) 

According to Canadian trade union official Stan Raper of the UFCW: 

"When they [Mexican migrant workers] make complaints about their 
housing, working conditions, an abusive employer they only have 
couple of options: one is to go to the employer who's causing the 
problem to begin with, the second is the Mexican consulate, and 
what we've found is that the consulate is there to protect the 
contract with the grower, and provides very little service to the 
individual worker. If there is a problem, they're usually on the next 
plane back." (EI Contrato, 2003). 

Migrant agricultural workers have been dealing with these issues for 

years. Fortunately, some changes have been taking place to the benefit of the 

workers, too, as will be illustrated in the following section. 

2.7.2 Recent Changes and the Current Situation 

In spite of probable reprisals, seasonal agricultural workers have begun to 

organize themselves in order to protest and denounce the irregularities of the 

6 EI Contra to. (2003) Directed by Min Sook Lee, produced by Karen King-Chigbo, 
sponsored by the National Film Board of Canada. 
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program (Pickard, 2003, 2004). Nevertheless, although small worker groups 

have tried to have their voices heard by legal and proper channels, bureaucrats 

have rejected that possibility. For example: 

" .. . Saint Thomas workers presented a formal request in 
September 2003 to the Mexican Embassy in Ottawa to be able to 
participate in the annual meeting between the Mexican and 
Canadian governments where the inner workings of the Program 
are reviewed. To no one's surprise, the Mexican Embassy's 
General Counsel Manuel Cosio answered that "it is not possible to 
grant this request to participate due to the administrative character 
of the meeting". Yet, Cosio confirmed in his letter to the media that 
the meeting was not just between governments" (Pickard, 2004: p. 
4).7 

Canadian civil society has made many attempts to support migrant 

workers for decades (Justicia4MigrantWorkers, 2006). One example is 

Justicia4MigrantWorkers. This is a nonprofit volunteer group of activists 

committed to promoting the rights of the seasonal workers participating in the 

CSAWP. This group was formed in 2001 after a small group of interested people 

traveled to Leamington and witnessed a grassroots group organizing around a 

dispute related to the repatriation of 20 Mexican workers. Another group that has 

taken serious actions in supporting the workers' adverse situation is the union 

United Food and Commerce Workers Canada (UFCW). In the summer of 2001, 

the Canadian Labour Congress (CLC) in partnership with the UFCW Canada 

initiated the Global justice CareVan Project. This was a response to the report on 

7 The Economic and Political Investigations of Community Action A.C. (in 
Chiapas. Mexico) claims to have a copy of the letter mentioned in the quotation. 
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the status of migrant farm workers in Canada presented before the F ederaJ 

Minister of Labour by the United Farm Workers of America. This project's main 

objective was to provide outreach help and support to migrant agricultural 

workers in southern Ontario (UFCW, 2002). A result of the Global Justice 

CareVan Project was the opening of five Migrant Worker Support Centres by the 

trade union UFCW Canada. Of the five regional Migrant Worker Support Centers, 

four are in Ontario and one is in Quebec. These support centres offer outreach 

help for the workers trying to address their demands and necessities. 

But this is not the only action that the UFCW has initiated. As a matter of 

fact, the struggle that the UFCW has mounted actually goes back to the 1990s. 

In 1994, the government of Ontario issued the Agricultural Labour Relations Act 

(ALRA). This law provided trade union and collective bargaining rights to 

agricultural workers and was in effect only from June of that year to November of 

1995 (Verma & Schucher, 2002). During those years, the UFCW was the official 

agent for some 200 workers at a mushroom factory in Leamington, Ontario. But 

this came to an end with the passage of the Labour Relations and Employment 

Statute Law Amendment Act (LRESLAA) in 1995 by the Conservative 

government of Ontario. The LRESLAA repealed the ALRA completely and 

finished with any bargaining rights of unions and collective agreements under the 

former (Verma, 2003). 

The repeal of the ALRA made the UFCW decide to challenge the 

LRESLAA and the denial of the right of agricultural workers to join a union as a 
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violation of agricultural workers' freedom of association under the Canadian 

Charter of Freedoms and Rights (Verma, 2003). The UFCW demanded before 

the Canadian federal government as well as the provincial government of Ontario 

to be allowed to be the legal union representative of migrant workers in order to 

address irregularities that the workers experience while working in Canada 

(UFCW, 2002; 2003; 2004). Thus, this union has been fighting to have the right 

to legally represent migrant agricultural workers and protect their rights for more 

than a decade now. The processes have been long, and apparently, there are 

some differences in the interpretation of Canadian laws, for instance, between 

the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms and the Agricultural Employees 

Protection Act (AEPA). The differences in their interpretation are one of the main 

factors that make the outcome of the processes take more time. The AEPA was 

actually the result of a previous successful UFCW challenge of Ontario law that 

was created and introduced during the Harris-Eves government in June 2003. 

The AEPA allows Ontario farm workers to form associations, not unions. Thus, it 

continues to deny migrant agricultural workers the right to collective bargaining 

as available under the Ontario Labour Relations Act. This means then that 

migrant workers can take their demands to their employer, but it does not oblige 

employers to respond. According to a UFCW Canada's bulletin: 

" .. .in an 18-page ruling Judge Farley ruled that an Ontario Act, the 
AEPA, which allows farm workers to only form employee 
associations, but prohibits them from forming unions for collective 
bargaining, is not necessarily a contravention of Canada's Charier 
of Rights and Freedoms. 11 (UFCW Canada, January, 2006). 
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The controversy is that: 

"One Ontario court recognizes agricultural workers need a 
collective voice, lI said Fraser (National Director of the union), "while 
another court rules farm workers don 't necessarily require the right 
to collective bargaining. The reality is that under the AEPA. the only 
guarantee that agricultural workers have is that they will shamefully 
continue to be exploited and treated like second-class citizens. n 

(UFCW Canada, 2006). 

The importance of the transparency and the outcome of such processes 

are paramount simply because thousands of workers would hopefully benefit 

from them. Agricultural workers would obtain the right to be unionized,and it 

might impact positively migrant workers' working conditions (Verma, 2003). 

Other groups that have been supportive of workers are religious 

organizations. In Leamington, for example, St. Michael's Roman Catholic Church 

offers its services in Spanish and has held parties to celebrate the Migrant's Day 

as well as Mexican Independence Day. 

It can be said that 30 years from its inception, there are a growing number 

of actors that are advocating on behalf of seasonal migrant workers and looking 

forward to amending the flaws of the CSAWP despite the Mexican and Canadian 

governments' reluctance to take action. 

While most of the growing literature on migrant agricultural workers 

participating in the CSAWP has addressed the nature and characteristics of the 

program, its benefits and implications, and the issues that workers have to deal 

with when participating in the CSAWP, hardly any literature has addressed how 

the Canadian welfare state has dealt with the protection of migrant agricultural 
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workers' legitimate rights. In particular, how the Canadian welfare state has been 

dealing with recent processes undertaken in order to address their protection. 

As mentioned before, the UFCW Canada initiated legal challenges under 

the Charter of Rights and Freedoms on behalf of agricultural migrant workers 

with regard to an array of breaches that occur in migrant workers' contracts. This 

union, for example, is fighting to have the right to legally represent migrant 

agricultural workers and protect their rights, but apparently, there are some 

differences in the interpretation of the Canada's Charter of Rights and Freedoms 

and the Agricultural Employees Protection Act in Canada's Courts that is making 

the outcome of the processes take longer. In addition, the UFCW Canada has 

been one of the main players in lobbying for the extension for more protections 

for these workers. The importance of these legal challenges is enormous 

because the working conditions and the rights of thousands of workers will 

presumably be affected; they will potentially be improved. Therefore, it is 

important to observe closely how these initiatives evolve and whether they will 

really affect the way in which the protection of migrant agricultural rights occurs, 

and if so, how. 

This study addresses, which is not available in the existing literature, what 

some of the main protagonists involved in these issues have to say about this 

situation from a social justice perspective, namely, those in charge of protecting 

migrant agricultural workers' rights (provincial bureaucrats), an advocacy group, 

the labour movement, and most importantly, migrant agricultural workers. 
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Through an examination of the literature, policies, instruments, and 

developments related to the CSAWP, in addition to the perspectives of migrant 

agricultural workers and selected key informants, this study analyzes the 

provisions afforded by the Canadian welfare state for protecting migrant 

agricultural workers and their rights as secondary labour force members who are 

mostly invisible in Canadian society. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY AND THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

3.1 Methodological Issues 

This is an exploratory study with qualitative methodology. Although any 

serious research demands objectivity, the issue of how the Canadian welfare 

state deals with the protection of · migrant agricultural workers' rights certainly 

implies subjectivity. But it is not the researcher's subjectivity that this research is 

trying to present. This study attempts to depict what the main actors involved in 

the processes mentioned earlier have to say about it. The intent is that the 

research questions of this investigation be answered by the main actors, namely, 

civil servants, labour movement, and advocacy groups representatives, as well 

as migrant agricultural workers; of course, taking into consideration related 

official ·documents. 

As the literature suggests (Kirk, 1999; Polansky, 1975; Royse, 1991). 

exploratory studies are appropriate with topics about which scarce information is 

available. This i$ the case with how the Canadian welfare state has managed the 

issues regarding the protection of migrant agricultural workers' rights; particularly 

because the growing body of literature does not include the perspective of the 

migrant agricultural workers and representatives of the labour movement as to 

how the Canadian welfare state is managing these issues. The former being 

directly affected, and the latter being the organization that is pushing harder in 
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order to enhance the workers' protection. Using a qualitative design permitted me 

to explore the insights and considerations of a selective group of the people 

involved in this issue. A qualitative approach provided the study with detail and 

richness in answering the research questions posed earlier (Royse, 1991). 

3.2 Sampling 

The sample used in this study was composed of civil servants, labour 

movement representatives, and migrant agricultural workers. The sample 

included 11 people: six male Mexican migrant agricultural workers8
, two 

representatives of the Ontario Ministry of Labour, two representatives of the 

labour movement (the first one, staff from the Leamington Migrant Agricultural 

Workers Support Centre, and the second one, a representative from the Ontario 

Federation of Labour), and one representative of the advocacy group 

Justice4migrantworkers. The available time and resources for this research were 

somehow limited for it was a self-funded study. Therefore, and because of the 

different locations of the participants I interviewed, I employed two sample 

techniques in this study: convenience sampling and snowball sampling. 

In literature, convenience or opportunistic sampling is referred to as a 

technique that allows an open period of recruitment all along the way (Luborsky 

& Rubistein, 1995). So, even though there were some targeted people I intended 

8 The migrant agricultural workers who participated in this research included. 
people who have been participating in the program from two up to more than 20 
seasons. 
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to interview, it was impossible to know at an early stage whether I was going to 

be able to access those people. It was precisely because of that reason that the 

technique of snowball sampling was considered in the first place as it is a 

technique that permits the use of participants as referral sources; that is, 

participants may recommend other people they know who may be willing to 

participate (Lubarsky & Rubistein, 1995). 

On the other hand, it is clear that these techniques bear some limitations 

that may affect the outcome of the study. Although qualitative studies don't intend 

to be representative, these techniques might affect the outcome in two different 

ways. Firstly, snowball sampling may nourish the biases of the first participants 

as they may recommend people with similar backgrounds and opinions as theirs 

(Royse, 1995). Secondly, participants with a .greater understanding and insight 

regarding the issue addressed by the proposed research question may not be 

reached by using convenience sampling, but again, time limitations undermined 

any possibility of trying a different approach. Royse (1995) states that the main 

problem with nonprobability sampling techniques is that they may produce very 

biased results, being difficult for the researcher to know or detect it. Having said 

that, I just have to add that extreme care was taken at the different stages of the 

research so that those factors did not go unnoticed, particularly during the 

analysis stage, not forgetting anyway that it was not the purpose of this study to 

produce generalizations of the findings, but to find the significance these issues 

have for a selective group of the people who are affected by them. 
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3.3 Data Collection 

In order to explore the central question of this qualitative study, I analyzed 

data gathered from semistructured interviews with the mentioned sample. The 

interviews lasted between 30 and 45 minutes and were taped with the 

participants' informed consent. Other analyzed data were from the existing 

documents of the developments that UFCW Canada has initiated on behalf of 

migrant agricultural workers as well as related official documents issued by the 

Canadian state (I.e., the Occupational Health and Safety Act). 

To locate data sources, I started contacting people who may have been 

interested in participating in the project via e-mail and telephone, more 

specifically, people from UFCW Canada and the Ontario Federation of Labour. In 

these initial conversations I presented before them the objectives of this study. 

That way I was able to ask them to have an interview exclusively to visit the 

points regarding the Canadian welfare state dealing with the protection of the 

rights of migrant agricultural workers. It was also my intention to ask them to 

provide me with access to written information which may facilitate this study. 

Some of data I was seeking were obtained through interviews with migrant 

workers. I planned a few trips to Leamington,9 Ontario, and mingled with migrant 

workers on Sundays (presumably the only day when they rest and have the 

chance to go out to buy groceries and go to church). The decision to visit 

Leamington on Sundays was also made because many migrant agricultural 

9 Leamington is presumably the place where more migrant agricultural 
concentrate every season. 
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workers attend St. Michael's Parish, which offers its religious services in Spanish. 

I introduced myself, and began to have informal conversations with some of 

them. This allowed me to present the purpose and main issues of the study and 

ask them whether they were interested in participating in a semi-structured 

interview. Royse (1991) argues that the time and the place where data are 

collected may have major effects on the outcome of the study and hence the 

above mentioned occurred. 

Finally, I also searched parliamentary gazettes and related bulletins, and 

documents such as the Charter of Rights and Freedoms and the Agricultural 

Employees Protection Act for related information. 

3.4 Instrumentation 

Data collection was done through semistructured interviews and a review 

of related documents. Because of the exploratory nature of this study and 

notwithstanding its time and economic limitations, personal semistructured 

interviews were the main means for obtaining the needed data. 

The interview guide contained open-ended questions that allowed the 

participants to expand on their responses, and at the same time, allowed the 

researcher/interviewer "to take advantage of the unique perspective of each 

respondent" (Mayer & Greenwood, 1980, p. 223). It is also important to mention 

that the interview guide remained open to the addition of new questions that 
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address themes related to the research question that the first participants may 

bring and the interviewer might identify along the way. 

The interview guide required some modifications for different reasons. The 

more drastic change that the interview guide suffered was when it came to 

interview the representatives of the Ministry of Labour. Even though they were 

willing to talk with me and to participate in the study at all time, they were clear 

from the beginning in that, as representatives of the Ministry of Labour,it was not 

their position to give opinions or insights. This situation prompted me to modify 

the interview guide so that the question became more oriented to obtaining what 

these representatives called Ufactual information." Other than in these two cases, 

the interview guide remained the same. 

Government documents were obtained through the World Wide Web (i.e., 

on line access and searching tools in the official newspaper of the government of 

Canada website.) Using the Internet, I selected and analyzed relevant data which 

supported this study. This proved to be more appropriate, convenient, economic, 

and faster than, for instance, visiting the parliamentary archives in Ottawa. 

3.5 Analysis of the Data and Theoretical Framework 

Once the data were obtained, the information was then organized, 

categorized, analyzed. and summarized in order to have a conscientious content 

analysis. As some argue, this is indeed a critical stage in any research process, 

and hence it is important that it is carried out very carefully (Mauthner & Doucet, 
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1995). It is at this stage where most care was taken in order to obtain the 

trustworthiness wanted in this study. The process through which I analyzed the 

data was based on the model presented by Connoly (2003). It started with a line

by-line, sentence-by-sentence analysis of the data so that common themes could 

be identified and isolated; in the second step, I grouped the themes into 

categories for a second, thorough analysis, trying to identify relationships and 

then systematizing those connections. Finally, I tried to display the meanings 

found within the participants' insights. In addition, a content analysis of official 

documents was conducted in order to have a broader spectrum of the actions 

and provisions by the Canadian welfare state. 

The theoretical framework used in this research to support the analysis of 

the data, and against which my findings were examined, was composed by an 

alternative labour market theory. Dual labour market theory does not see the 

labour market as a continuum of workers and firms interacting within a context 

that allows a perfect competition (Fischer & Nijkamp, 1987). On the contrary, it 

sees a considerable segmentation labour market discrimination against minority 

or vulnerable groups such as migrant workers (Fischer & Nijkamp, 1987). One of 

the most important tenets of the Dual Market Theory is that the labour market is 

dichotomized into two distinct sectors of employment opportunities: primary and 

secondary. On the one hand, the primary sector of the labour market is 

characterized by having high wages, good working conditions, provision of 

holiday pay, access to sick pay, as well as promotion opportunities. On the other 
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hand, the secondary sector is characterized by having low wages, poor working 

conditions, low degree of unionization, temporary jobs, in addition to scarce 

chance for mobility in the labour market (Eastman, 1987; Fischer & Nijkamp, 

1987; Montague, 1970). Some argue that mobility of labour between these 

sectors is very limited, in particular because upward mobility is hardly restricted 

by social and institutional obstacles (Fischer & Nijkamp, 1987). They suggest that 

amongst the groups of workers in the secondary sector that have even more 

difficulty to gain any mobility is that of migrant workers. Furthermore, it is thought 

that secondary labour market responds more to demand variables, rather than to 

the supply variables (Eastman, 1987), or labour shortages. I will show below that 

these theories are most suitable for analyzing and discussing a complex problem 

such as the protection (or lack of it) of migrant agricultural workers' rights. 

The analysis of the findings also considered the effects of globalization on 

the labour market. The main elements posed in the section of the literature 

review of this study were used as a framework to this respect. 

3.6 Ethical Issues 

It is important to discuss briefly the ethical issues that were considered in 

the development process of this research. The first issue was confidentiality for 

the participants. By no means was the identity of any participant revealed so that 

nobody's employment or position was threatened by participation in this study. 

This was clarified in the consent letier that was presented to participants of the 
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study. No personal information that may identify the participants is included in 

this thesis. 

As a researcher, I needed to be aware of the power imbalances between 

participants and me, and thus another important aspect to consider was the 

social location of both, the researcher, and of the participants. It is my intention 

that any possible biases of the researcher be stated in this report in order to 

avoid any misinterpretation. This way, I tried to enhance the trustworthiness of 

the study, which by the way, is one of the most important aspects in an 

exploratory study, and hence one of the most important goals to be achieved in 

this thesis. 

Finally, as stated earlier, I had interviews with migrant agricultural workers, 

and as mentioned in the literature review, their position is more often than not 

vulnerable. This situation could have been exacerbated by the fact that I 

interviewed Mexican migrant workers whose native language is not English, but 

Spanish. After having finished the interview stage, I made explicit that I am 

Mexican and that my mother tongue is Spanish, and I also made explicit that I 

have experience in Spanish-English translation and interpretation. All the 

communication between the migrant workers and me (i.e., informed consent 

letter, interview, etc.), was in Spanish, and I personally was in charge of the 

subsequent translation and interpretation of the data. During this task, the 

Mexican migrant workers' language and cultural background were respected, 

translated, and interpreted with extreme care. 
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4.1 Migrant Agricultural Workers' Rights and Entitlements: What Do 

the Documents Say? 

This study looked at the different instruments that exist within the 

Canadian welfare state (Canadian laws), the Memorandum of Understanding 

which permits the entry of migrant workers to Canada (MOU), and the 

Employment Agreement signed by the employer and employee, to enforce and 

defend migrant agricultural workers' rights. Through a review of these 

instruments, I will be able to present the main rights that migrant farm workers 

are entitled to while participating in the CSAWP. The access migrant agricultural 

workers have to these provisions will be presented and discussed later. 

4.1.1 Memorandum of Understanding and Employment 

Agreement 

Let us start with some of the most important provisions established in the 

MOU. According to this document, all Mexican migrant workers participating in 

the CSAWP I and within the context of the Employment Agreement (EA). are 

entitled to be treated just as other Canadian workers in the same activity, in 

accordance with Canadian laws. In addition, these documents make clear that 

migrant agricultural workers are entitled to benefits such as injury, illness, and 
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death compensations (if they were a consequence of their job), as well as 

medical insurance (Memorandum of Understanding between the Government of 

Canada and the Government of the United Mexican States). 

Other rights that are stipulated in these instruments are one day of rest 

after six consecutive working days10; shifts of no more than 8 hours11; suitable 

accommodation and proper meals 12 at no cost; whichever wage that is greatest, 

the provincial statutory minimum wage, the minimum wage rate for the type of 

agricultural work carried out by the worker established in the province by Human 

Resources and Skills Development Canada (HRSDC), or the rate paid by the 

employer to his Canadian workers doing the same activity (Agreement for the 

Employment in Canada of Seasonal Agricultural Workers from Mexico, 2006). 

It is also important to mention that workers' wages are subject to 

deductions. The two types of deductions stipulated in the Employment 

Agreement are firstly, the normal deductions that the employer is required to 

make under law and secondly, deductions for reimbursing the employer for 

partial travel and visa expenses, as well as the cost of insurance coverage not 

related to employment (Agreement for the Employment in Canada of Seasonal 

Agricultural Workers from Mexico, 2006). 

This brief review of the MOU and the Employment Agreement shows that 

migrant agricultural workers are to be treated just as Canadian workers doing the 

10 Unless mutually agreed by employer and employee. 
11 Unless mutually agreed by employer and employee. 
12 If it is the case that the workers prepare their food, they have to be provided 
with cooking utensils and facilities at no cost. 
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same type of work in agriculture. In addition, Verma (2003) agrees that once 

migrant agricultural workers are in Canada, they are covered by Canadian laws 

juts as any agricultural worker. Thus, it is necessary to look at the implications of 

these statements according to labour and employment provisions in Canada, and 

particularly in Ontario. The Canadian Constitution establishes that agriculture 

falls under the umbrella of both federal and provincial laws (Verma, 2003). 

However, it is worth mentioning that agricultural workers in Ontario are excluded 

from basic labour standards at the provincial jurisdiction level. Labour legislation 

development and enforcement in Ontario fall mainly into three big branches 

managed by the Ministry of Labour, namely the Employment Standards, the 

Health and Safety, and Labour Relations branch. These branches are governed 

under three Acts: the Employment Standards Act (ESA), the Occupational Health 

and Safety Act (OHSA), and the Labour Relations Act (LRA). 

4.1.2 Employment Standards Act 

The ESA, which applies to agricultural workers and thus to migrant 

agricultural workers, is an instrument that provides minimum standards related to 

employment. It includes provisions such as minimum wage, work hours and 

overtime, public holidays standards, parental and emergency benefits, etc. 

However, the ESA establishes that there are different categories of agricultural 

workers, and that coverage of some provisions and regulations may vary 
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depending on whether the agricultural worker is employed as a "farm worker" or 

"harvester" (for further details see the agricultural workers ESA fact sheet). 

Both farm workers and harvesters are entitled to the following rights under 

the ESA: emergency leave, equal pay for equal work, family medical leave, 

parental and pregnancy leave, regular payment of wages, severance pay, and 

termination notice or pay. One of the differences is that whereas harvesters are 

entitled to provisions such minimum wage, public holiday, and vacation pay, farm 

workers are not. 13 Finally, the ESA excludes both farm workers and harvesters 

from provisions such as hours of work and overtime pay. Another important 

aspect to mention, which by the way covers the two type of workers, is that the 

Act establishes that "no employer or person acting on behalf of an employer shall 

intimidate, dismiss or otherwise penalize an employee or threaten to do so" 

(ESA, 2000: 74. (1» if an employee asks about or tries to exercise his or her 

rights under the act, or files a complaint with the MOL. 

To provide this section with a broader context, it is important to mention 

what the main functions and roles of the Employment Standards Branch of the 

Ministry of Labour (MOL) are. According to a representative from the 

Employment Standards Branch of the Ministry, their main activities are to provide 

all workers with information so that they know their rights (migrant and 

nonmigrant workers). At the same time, and regarding particularly the CSAWP, 

13 It is important to note that there are some specifications that must be complied 
with so that these provisions take effect (i.e., number of hours worked if a worker 
combines fann work and harvesting activities). 
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they inform FARMS, Mexican consulates, HRDSC, as well as Canada's revenue 

agencies so that all the parties understand and comply with their roles. The 

Employment Standards branch of the ministry also has 2,500 inspections at 

different workplaces a year. In those inspections, they look for compliance with 

the ESA, and they make sure that employers keep their records in order. When 

there is a violation to the applicable provisions or when there exists a complaint 

by an employee (which according to the informant "any employee" may file), 

inspectors look at employers' records and interview staff in the workplace, so that 

they may discern whether the violation existed or not. If there were evidence of a 

contravention to the act, the MOL officer might proceed to take actions that can 

range from fining the employer to mandating the employer pay the worker 

monetary damages, or even ordering a prosecution process. 

The key informant from this branch in the MOL informed me of the 

procedure that any worker protected by the ESA should follow if he or she wants 

to file a complaint. If a worker thinks that any of his or her rights are being 

violated, and if he or she is a unionized worker, the employee should talk to his 

or her union, but should this not be the case, the employee must contact the 

Ministry directly, and MOL staff will help the worker through the process. The 

representative of the branch said workers can obtain a Self-help Kit (in English) 

from the Ministry, at ServiceOntario Centres, or on line at www.labour.gov.on.ca. 

(The branch does have a series of pamphlets in several languages, including 
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Spanish). Also, workers can call a 1-800 number (though the informant 

acknowledged they don't have operators who speak Spanish). 

4.1.3 Occupational Health and Safety Act 

The Occupational Health and Safety Act (OHSA) is an instrument that 

provides the rights and duties that all parties must comply with in the workplace. 

For many years, agricultural workers in Ontario were excluded from the 
- -

protections of the OHSA, but some regulations in the Act were changed so that 

provisions in the OHSA apply to agricultural workers as of June 30, 2006. Now, 

agricultural workers have the right to a safe workplace. In addition, some of the 

most important provisions extended to these workers are the right to know about 

workplace dangers; the right to representation through a Health and Safety 

Committee or a Health and Safety Representative; the right to refuse unsafe 

work; and finally, the right to be free from reprisals, dismissals, penalties and/or 

threats, for trying to enforce their rights under the OHSA (Occupational Health 

and Safety Guidelines for Farming Operations in Ontario, 2006). 

Amongst the most important roles and functions of the MOL's Health and 

Safety Branch according to a key informant from this branch is to guarantee that 

every workplace (where there is paid labour) complies with a minimum level of 

safety. Another role of this branch is to ensure that workers know their rights and 

know they are protected by the OHSA. The interviewee informed me how this 
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branch is going to extend their functions now that agricultural [migrant] workers 

are protected by the Act. 

For the first year (June 2006 to June 2007). officers from the Health and 

Safety Branch will go inspect a farm when there is a complaint related to 

someone that has resulted in an injury or death or someone refusing to work 

because of unsafe conditions. He suggested that this will be the process during 

this initial year so that they can learn about the issues and the farming sector. 

Starting the second year, the Occupational Health and Safety branch of the MOL 

will do proactive inspections; they will not wait until there is a complaint. On the 

contrary. they will inspect different workplaces regularly and randomly. That way, 

they expect to make sure the Act is being respected and enforced in the farming 

sector just as in other sectors. 

4.1.4 The Labour Relations Act and the Agricultural Employees 

Protection Act 

The Labour Relations Act (LRA) determines the process by which a union 

obtains bargaining rights and the procedures by which unions and employers 

engage in collective bargaining (Ontario Ministry of Labour, 2006). Agricultural 

workers in Ontario are excluded from the LRA, thus migrant agricultural workers 

lack one of the essential labour rights, collective bargaining. The LRA does not 

apply to "an employee within the meaning of the Agricultural Employees 

Protection Act, 2002" (AEPA) (LRA, section 3.b.1). As presented in the literature 
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review, after a long process, the AEPA was the result of a previous successful 

UFCW challenge of Ontario law that was created and introduced during the 

Harris-Eves government in June 2003. 

The AEPA allows Ontario farm workers: (a) to form or join employees' 

associations (not unions) to participate in lawful activities of such associations; 

(b) to assemble; and (c), to make representations to their employers respecting 

the terms and conditions of their employment (AEPA). Thus, it continues to deny 

migrant agricultural workers the right to collective bargaining as available under 
./ 

the Ontario Labour Relations Act As mentioned before, this means that migrant 

workers can take their demands to their employer, but that does not oblige 

employers to respond. 

It is important to mention that, whereas contraventions of the LRA are 

heard by Ontario the Labour Relations Board under the Ministry of Labour 

(Ontario Ministry of Labour, 2006), contraventions of the AEPA are heard by the 

Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs Appeal Tribunal under the Ministry of 

Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs (Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and 

Rural Affairs, 2006). 

4.1.5 The Federal Jurisdiction: The Employment Insurance Act 

and the Canada Pension Plan 

Administered by the Canada Employment Insurance Commission, the 

Employment Insurance Act (EI Act) provides with regulations for the payment of 
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benefits to unemployed workers who meet certain conditions. The El Act also 

provides benefits which include sickness, maternity, and parental benefits 

(Human Resources and Social Development Canada, 2006). The EI Act 

establishes that there are two types of employment, insurable and excluded; it 

requires that workers in insurable employment pay premiums (EI Act). 

Agricultural work is considered by the Act as insurable employment; therefore, 

and as established in the EA of migrant workers,14 wages derived from this work 

are subject to contribution under the Act. Verma (2003) argues that many 

agricultural migrant workers participating in the CSAWP are able to accumulate 

requisites (i.e., number of hours) to be eligible for different Employment 

Insurance (EI) benefits; nonetheless, even though migrant farm workers pay 

re!!1iums, they "have no prospect of collecting regular EI benefits" (p. 76). Due 

to the llseasonal" character of the program, they are not eligible to demand 

important unemployment benefits (Le., to be paid for a working day in a benefit 

perlod) of the EI because those are not payable to laid-off workers who are not in 

Canada (EI Act, s. 18). However, migrant agricultural workers may be eligible to 

receive some benefits such as sickness and parental benefits (EI Act). For 

instance, if a worker's child is born while he or she is working in Canada, even 

though the child is born out of Canada, the worker is entitled to receive parental 

benefits. Summing up, migrant agricultural workers participating in the CSAWP 

are denied equal benefit of the Employment Insurance Act. 

14 Migrant agricultural workers' wages are subject to the normal deductions that 
the employer is required to make under law. 
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The Canada Pension Plan (CPP) is a social insurance program that 

ensures protections to contributors and their families against the loss of income 

because of retirement, disability, or death (HRSDC, 2006). Administered by the 

Canada Customs and Revenue Agency, the CPP applies to agricultural migrant 

workers. Thus, they are able to claim benefits such as disability, retirement, and 

survivor benefits. In order for migrant workers participating in the CSAWP to 

qualify for those benefits, they must meet requirements just as other Canadian 

workers. For example, if the worker's annual payment is more than $3,500, the 

employer will deduct the corresponding contributions. Thanks to different 

international social security agreements, most migrant workers participating in 

the CSAWP qualify for CCP benefits (HRSDC, 2006). 

4.1.6 Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms 

In addition to the labour-related provisions presented above, it is important 

to close this section by taking a look at how the Charter of Rights and Freedoms 

applies to migrant agricultural workers who participate in the CSAWP. Migrant 

agricultural workers come into Canada with a work permit; thus, they are 

excluded from the rights that are confined to citizens (i.e., mobility rights). Yet, 

even as noncitizens, migrant workers are entitled to most of the rights and 

freedoms under the Charter while in Canada, for instance, freedom of peaceful 

assembly and freedom of association; right not to be subject to cruel treatment or 

punishment; and, right to the equal protection and benefit of the law without 
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discrimination based on race, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, sex, age, 

etc. (Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, s. 2 and 15). As for the 

enforcement of these freedoms and rights, anyone whose rights or freedoms 

have been violated or denied may apply for a remedy to competent jurisdiction 

courts (Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, s. 24). 

4.2 The CSAWP According to Workers and Key Informants 

4.2.1 General Advantages and Disadvantages of the CSAWP 

As illustrated in the literature review, the CSAWP has a series of 

advantages and disadvantages. Participants of this study confirmed that indeed 

the program can be seen as an instrument that has both social and economic 

advantages. On the Canadian side, for example, key informants acknowledged 

that the program provides the Canadian agriculture industry with the labour the 

industry needs to be prosperous as it is now. Mexican agricultural workers also 

commented that they see several advantages in the seasonal program as it 

allows them to come directly to work legally. They said that participating in the 

CSAWP is advantageous to them because, by coming to work to Canada, they 

are able to earn more money than they could ever do in Mexico doing the same 

activity with the added advantage that they do it in a shorter time period. Apart 

from the economic positive aspects. migrant workers were asked what other 

advantage they saw in their participation in the program; two interviewed workers 

shared the following comments: 
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"It allows you to culturally relate [oneself] to other people and to get 
to understand different types of thinking. And the fact that you get 
to know things that you have never seen.... It [participation in the 
CSAWPj really changes your way of thinking and makes you 
better ... n 

'The advantage is that you learn a lot about things we don't have in 
Mexico ... for instance the greenhouses, in Mexico we lack ... at 
least in my province, we don't have a .... technology for these types 
of greenhouses, ... getting to know that is the advantage. If 

On the other hand, key informants and migrant workers also identified 

disadvantages in the program. The key informants from the labour movement 

and from the advocacy group focused their discussion to this respect on 

situations such as the power imbalances and what they consider "injustices" that 

participants' contracts set out for migrant workers. For example, the informants 

alluded to aspects such as repatriation and the fact that they cannot aspire to 

obtain status as Canadian residents, not to say citizens. Here are two points of 

view: 

1< • •• workers spend their best years here in Canada, and after they 
are not necessary anymore, we just forget about them. And then 
the next generation of migrant workers will come, you know, their 
kids ... " 

u. •• they're totally under the ... virtual... uh dictatorial control of the 
employers, right, so if the employer doesn't like you, he'll let you go, 
and the next thing you know is you're on a plane back to Mexico or 
the Caribbean. 11 

Interestingly, although migrant workers also made reference to those 

contract-related situations, their comments about the most important 

disadvantages they saw in their participation in the program went in another 
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direction. Every worker focused more and commented on the burden of leaving 

their home and families for long periods of time. One worker stated: 

"A disadvantage is that you're away from your home for a long time 
and sometimes the money you get to earn is not so ... it does not 
compensate the time that you are away from home. Sometimes the 
family .... , you don't know! [emphasis added] The family ... See this 
for example, I just had a son who was just born last April, and I am 
not going to meet him until he is five months, and then after that. I 
won't see him again until he's more than one year old. So that is 
one of the biggest disadvantages that we parents have ... ,. 

Another participant contributed: 

"The disadvantage is leaving your family, maybe four, five, six or 
even eight months; that's the disadvantage. And it is a great 
disadvantage because your kids grow without father, your wife 
without husband, your parents without kids ... " 

Other type of disadvantage observed by workers was that different factors 

can interfere with their job and thus with their earnings. They said that the fact 

that a worker is accepted in the CSAWP does not guarantee he is going to earn 

as much as he can expect for different reasons. For instance, not working in a 

greenhouse may hinder their salaries, as one participant said: 

"When you are not working in the greenhouses, when you work out 
of them in the field, sometimes it rains (or snow) and that causes 
you not to collect as much money as you expect". 

4.2.2 Most Common Issues in the CSAWP 

"In my experience, I have worked in different farms, you know, in 
some farms [the experience] has been bad totally; in other farms it 
has been ok and in others great. It is not regular, it is very 
unstable .. . I believe we would have to interview each worker to get 
to know exactly what is the situation they are living because 'only 
the one carrying the backpack knows what is inside of it' ... u 
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This suggests that it is very difficult to generalize about the issues and the 

experiences of every worker participating in the CSAWP. As noted in Chapter 3, 

it is my intention to illustrate the experiences only of the migrant workers who 

agreed to participate in this study as well as the comments by key participants. 

Having said that, it is also important to note that many of the situations and 

conditions shared by workers and key informants supported the issues 

mentioned in the literature review. The interviews confirmed that in most cases, 

the compliance or breach of the Employment Agreement (and the other 

documents presented in the past section) hinges, more often than not, on the 

employer. The interviews also revealed that, apparently, the fear of repatriation 

or getting into trouble was present in the interviews although it was promised that 

participants' confidentiality and anonymity were essential principles in this study. 

Even though there were numerous cases in which migrant workers said their 

"patron" (Spanish word used by Mexicans to refer to an employer) was a good 

"patron" and complied with the contract, there were also numerous cases in 

which migrant workers said they (or "someone they know") had had bad 

experiences. In these cases, migrant workers frequently chose to share their 

comments in third person when it came to the discussion of the injustices that 

occur in the CSAWP. Interestingly. this occurred at early stages during the 

interviews, but when they revisited the same issue once some trust had been 

built, they talked about the same issues in a more personal way. Here are some 
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comments by migrant workers that illustrate the above-mentioned issues; on the 

one hand: 

"The patrons I've had and those I have today have been respectful 
with my contract, they have always treated me well. I have never 
had problems with them, nor have they had problems with me, 
we're lucky we have a nice patron. n 

But on the other hand, another worker shared this: 

"Not in our farm... but I've heard some [workers] have left, but 
because they have problems, not with the patron ... the patron never 
gets in trouble, instead he sends his ... his second, his subordinate. 
But there are farms where they send ill workers to Mexico, maybe 
because of chemicals ... So, because they don't want to cure them, 
they send them to Mexico ... They send them to Mexico, to avoid 
problems ... " 

Another migrant worker added: 

"A brother of mine came with me few years ago, but he wasn't 
interested in coming back again because he was mistreated" 

Another interviewee added: 

"' .. . as I said before, in the farm where I work, we are more or less 
ok, but I'd like you could talk to some people who are not afraid of 
speaking out, because things are really bad ... really bad!" 

Besides those comments about issues that many workers experience in 

general, there were particular aspects that workers and key informants saw as 

issues within the CSAWP. The most recurrent aspects that the participants in this 

study referred to were issues regarding to payment, housing, and working 

conditions. 
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4.2.2.1 Wages 

Although migrant workers acknowledged that they earn a batter wage 

working in the Canadian agricultural sector than what they could earn doing the 

same activity in Mexico, every worker and key participant said the salaries 

migrant agricultural workers get are very low. Both workers and key informants 

commented that because of the tasks they do and the conditions they have to 

work in, they should earn more. The key informant from the labour movement 

said: 

"Well it's a situation of considerable exploitation ... they [employers] 
are doing [thriving] it on cheap labour, right?" 

Apart from the low wages that the CSAWP offers to migrant workers, 

another issue that was commented on was that in actuality, there is no possibility 
~---

of obtaining a better salary. Neither acknowledgement of seniority nor the 

difficulty of the task performed can help them reach a better wage. Specifically, 

workers said that it does not matter the level of difficulty and risk of the task they 

do (i.e., operating a tractor or spraying pesticides versus picking vegetables), 

they have the same salary. Also, workers mentioned that it doesn't matter how 

many years they have participated in the program and the ~xpe~i~e th~y may 

have, they receive the same salary. 

Another issue related to workers' wages is that they are not entitled to 

.:¥r overtime payment. As commented on by key informants, although there are 
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times when migrant workers may have workloads of up to 12 or 14 hours a day, 

they will always have the same hourly pay. Finally, it is worth mentioning that 

amongst migrant workers, there were different opinions about the deductions that 

their wages are subject to. On the one hand, there are workers who agree on 

that: 

'They should deduct a little bit more because it is a benefit for us, 
[for instance] the thing that we can access is parental benefits. For 
me, it is ok because that is going to help us in some way in the 
future; it is a benefit for the future. n 

But on the other hand, another worker said: 

"They deduct us for everything. About those deductions ... related to 
the pension and the little I know about it, the people who get to be 
the age must receive the pension. .. but what they take from us ... 
according to some people who have reached that age, they just 
don't give anything! Most people say it is 100 ... 80 or 100 dollars a 
month. .. With the people I have talked about it, / have heard that 
those who get the benefits receive something like that, between 50 
and 100 dollars... from my point of view, considering the amount 
they deduct from us, I don't think it is very good ... it is not well 
balanced ... / mean it is against us!" 

4.2.2.2 Housing 

Housing is an issue that was presented in the literature review as one of 

the main problems migrant workers face and complaint about while participating 

in the CSAWP, and the interviews confirmed this. More often than not, the living 

conditions of workers are really poor. According to both key informants and 

migrant workers, this is mainly because housing inspections are not carried out 

properly. Thus housing does not usually meet the minimum standards for a 

"decent living", These are the words of a worker: 
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"These people who check on us don't show up... we need some 
inspectors that check out how we live. We need that ... As some 
workmates say 'we need some tables, or chairs, ... Look! We don't 
have, we sit on buckets or anything .... ' But we need that they get to 
visit us because nobody goes to the farm, who are you going to 
complain with?!! [Emphasis added by worker! 

The advocacy group key informant added: 

".... housing inspections are not done, uh... I've heard workers 
telling me that when housing inspectors have gone to their farm, 
sometimes the farmers .. . you know ... [they] will show inspectors a 
different house ... that they are going to rent out.. .. you know .... to 
local families .. . but they don't put migrant workers there, and then 
the migrant workers get .... like you know, the really crappy houses" 

Migrant agricultural workers argue that the houses where they live do not 

have proper facilities. They say the rooms, kitchens, and bathrooms are usually 

very small for the number of workers who dwell in the houses, which diminishes 

their privacy. However, according to participants, nobody seems to care about it. 

Here are the experiences of three migrant workers to this respect: 

"My surprise was that we were 80 people and 30 living in a trailer. 
We had a stove to cook and a little bed to sleep, and a bathroom 
for 12 people who were supposed to take a shower with a little 
boiler of no more than 40 litres; it was .. . a total disappointment" 

"What is kind of a discomfort is housing. There are some farms 
where we live all pi/ed up and we need some more privacy. We 
need some more space in the kitchen and a little more space for 
each worker. We don 't like living in a dunghill all piled up! 
[Emphasis added by worker] It is about space, about dignity in how 
we live, the living of each of us ... there is nowhere to take a shower 
decently. Sometimes we are maybe 10 for one shower ... " 

"We need the patrons to give that .... privacy for workers and more 
commodities. [A place] where we aren 't aI/ piled up, well ... that they 
give each worker a decent space .... 11 
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4.2.2.3 Working conditions 

Farm work is indeed a tough job. It is physically demanding and thus very 

tiring. Migrant agricultural workers come to Canada with this idea in their heads. 

They know they will work long hours, and they come willing to do it. 

Nevertheless, when they get here, the treatment by some employers or 

mayordomos (foremen) is not very respectful. Migrant workers say that many 

times their employers put a lot of pressure on them so that they produce more. 

This was also confirmed by the key informant from the advocacy group: 

"What really got to me was that a Jot of workers are very angry ... 
you know they kept on saying that 'we're treated like slaves you 
know ... or we're treated like dogs! Or you know, like machines, but 
machines that are not able to even breakdown you know .. . we're 
supposed to be ... to be able to work nonstop'." 

Migrant workers also stated that sometimes they are assigned to tasks 

that they have not done before or activities that require more expertise and that 

employers are not patient with them while they are learning. Not even when 

sometimes workers have to learn by themselves. They say that they would like to 

have more considerations when these situations occur. Some workers shared: 

"'A little more considerations with the jobs, there are simpler jobs, 
and there are other more competitive. Sometimes we can do more 
without their telling to hurry up, right? ... " 

"Sometimes we are told that we don't have the capacity to do any 
job" 

Another issue experienced by some workers is that related to safety and 

exposure to toxic substances in their workplace. All the workers who were 
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interviewed for this study said that they sometimes have to spray pesticides. But 

the problem is that in most cases, they are not informed about the possible risks 

that it implied or provided with the proper equipment to do it without risking their 

health. The occurrence of these situations was reported by participants: 

"What we really don't know is about the pesticides, because we 
spray them there... we're not informed about it, nor do they 
[employers] provided us with the proper equipment, [we do it] just 
like that. n 

UFor instance, we didn't know that there are some pesticides that 
are bad for us ... n 

A consequence of this situation is that workers frequently get hurt or ill, 

and the employers and foremen sometimes do not pay a lot of attention. 

Workers and key informants said that it has to be a very severe situation for them 

to take workers to the doctor and receive medical care. A migrant worker 

commented: 

"Sometimes there are problems with the workmates that hurt 
themselves or that get ill, and there is little attention to those from 
the patrons, so that's bad; and not all patrons, just some of them. 
They sometimes forget about it, they just send the workers, the 
employee, and they forget to check on them. n 

A key informant contributed with the following: 

'That's another problem that I didn't mention, but a lot of times 
workers have to be basically dying in order for the patrons to take 
them seriously, or the mayordomos to take them . .. to be taken 
seriously for them to get ... to receive good health care. " 
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4.2.3 Workers and Their Rights 

It seems that one of the main problems that exist related to migrant 

agricultural workers and their rights, if not the most important, is that most of 

them do not know the few rights that they are entitled to (agricultural workers do 

not have rights that workers in other sectors have such as holiday pay and 

bargaining rights), not even when some of them have been participating in the 

program for more than 10 years. Although the reasons for workers' lack of 

knowledge may vary, this situation was confirmed by both key informants and 

migrant workers. A migrant worker stated: 

'The information ... they don't give us enough information about ... 
about what ... which exactly our rights are ... " 

Another worker added: 

"'In the [Mexican Labour} Secretary they don't inform us anything. 
Sometimes they just give us a book, but don't tell us that everything 
is in there, so we sometimes do not read it. and that could be our 
fault, right?" 

A different worker confirmed: 

"We'd like to know a little bl1 more about our rights as workers 
because they [bureaucrats] sometimes give the written info to us 
but there are some workmates who don't even know how to read ... 
maybe it would be good to have a workshop before coming so that 
we knew, for example, we know that taxes have to be made, that 
you have to make your declaration, but we don't know how, why, or 
what for. It is important to have this information about how not 
doing this may cause you some surcharge and stuff like that ... that 
information is not known before we come here, and it is important 
because I seem to recall that they said we didn't have a reason for 
coming and getting into those kinds of troubles, but simply come to 
work. But as we are under the Canadian laws and those apply to 
us, we don't know what laws we must obey in different places .. . n 
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A key informant contributed: 

it ••• there are still a lot of guys who don't know what their rights and 
obligations are ... as ... into coming here ... like there are some guys 
who have been coming for the past five years but didn't know 
about... n 

Another aspect to be considered, as presented in the first part of this 

chapter, agricultural workers, migrant or not, are not covered by some 

regulations that apply to workers in other sectors (i.e., they are excluded from 

some protections under the ESA). Here are two key informants' comments: 

" ... well that's very complicated because ... ok, let see, obviously 
workers are excluded from a lot of rights that other workers in 
different sectors get you know? Like uh... because it is farm 
work ... the fact that it is farm work gives them fewer rights, and the 
fact that they are migrant workers gives them fewer rights as wel/. 
They don 't get statutory holiday pay, they don't have the right to 
form a union and they don't have other like health regulations . .. " 

" ... and there's not much on paper because agricultural workers 
aren't... don't fall under the Employment Standards Act (ESA) ... so 
we have two or tree major pieces of legislation and one is the ESA, 
which none of non-unionized workers get, so you get a ... statutory 
holidays in Ontario, there is a minimum wage, all those things, 
right? Agricultural workers don't fall into that . ... so they don't even 
get the minimum standards necessarily, right? And then there's the 
Labour Relations Act, which deals with unionized workers, and then 
of course there's the Occupational Health and Safety (OHSA) and 
there's some human rights legislation and a bunch of stuff like 
that. .. but these workers that you see right here, don't fall in to 
those ... " 

Another problem is that, even in the case that workers know about their 

rights, many times they cannot exercise them because of several reasons, 

mainly due to lack of accessibility. One of the obstacles observed by the 

representative of the advocacy group was: 
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"Workers have like little... leverage as workers in enforcing their 
rights. It is very difficult mainly because of the language barrier. n 

Regarding this issue, key informants from the Ministry of Labour (MOL) 

said that any worker in the province may file a complaint if he or she suspects or 

knows for sure that any of his or her rights are being violated. Nonetheless, as 

illustrated in a section of this chapter, migrant agricultural workers have little 

accessibility for several reasons: (a) the Self-help Kit is available only in English; 

(b) the pamphlets that are in Spanish are available mainly online, or at 

ServiceOntario Centres (the nearest centre is in Windsor, ON, more than 50 km 

of distance from Leamington); and (c) , operators at the MOL's 1-800 number do 

not speak Spanish. 

When the representative of the Health and Safety Branch was asked 

about the availability of informative material in the language of Mexican migrant 

agricultural workers, the key informant responded that, at the moment of the 

interview (June 30, 2006), this branch did not have any pamphlets or other 

informative material regarding the extension of the OHSA to agricultural sector in 

Spanish. In this regard, it is worth mentioning that the Canadian Labour 

Congress together with the UFCW's Support Centres, the Workers Health and 

Safety Centre, and the Occupational Health Clinics for Ontario Workers for farm 

workers had already prepared and issued a manual with the most important 

health and safety issues that agricultural workers need to know both, in English 

and Spanish. As a matter of fact, staff from the UFCW's Support Centres started 
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to disseminate the document and to give workshops about it to Mexican 

agricultural workers in southern Ontario weeks before the date the OHSA was 

extended to protect them, a fact which by the way was unknown-but happily 

received-by the representative of the Health and Safety Branch of the MOL. It is 

also important to mention that the key informants from the MOL acknowledged 

that they need to do "a better job" as to the availability of their services in 

Spanish. They also said that they have started establishing some partnerships 

with agencies such as Settlement and Integration Services Organization (SISO) 

so that they write their informative documents in several languages in order to 

inform the biggest number of workers of their rights, regardless of their language. 

They said that the Ministry is trying to get in touch with as many groups as 

possible so that they all can help with this endeavour, information that was 

confirmed by SISO later. 

Fortunately, situations such as inaccessibility and the lack of knowledge 

are beginning to change as workers are getting to know more about their rights 

and obligations. The labour movement and some advocacy groups are 

responsible for this change. These groups are helping workers to learn not only 

about their rights and obligations but also about how to exercise the former and 

comply with the latter (i .e., getting parental benefits and doing their income tax 

declarations). In addition, as a result of one of the legal challenges by the UFCW, 

some OHSA regulations have been extended to farm workers. Thus, it is 

expected that the enforcement of these regulations will also bring some changes. 
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The key informant from a migrant agricultural support centre commented: 

"Yeah, before we showed up, there was nothing. They didn't know 
about any of their rights. Any of the obligations that they have, 
hmm ... none of them knew how to speak English, we're starting to 
change that ... We're starting to the point where we're getting them 
parental benefits which is good, and the Canadian government did 
accept that. Hmm, I think last year we got them over ... I think it was 
over ... 80, OOO? Something like that, it was quite a bitt" 

4.2.4 How is Canada Managing the CSAWP? 

This section is one of the most important and relevant to the purpose of 

the study. Here I present the insights of participants regarding the management 

of the CSAWP by the Canadian welfare state. There were some concurrences on 

the points of view of three of the key informants, namely, the representative of 

the UFCW, the advocacy group Justice4MigrantWorkers, and the representative 

of the Ontario Federation of Labour. 

The representative of the UFCW said that, although there has been some 

attention to their demands on behalf farm workers recently, this response has not 

been the best since it has been just partial. In general, the response the UFCW 

has gotten from the government has not addressed the minimum standards 

necessary to guarantee farm workers satisfactory working and safety conditions. 

Amongst other examples, here is one comment: 

"Qh .. . we didn't get the health and safety that we wanted. We 
wanted it for all agricultural workers, we found out when the law 
came out that only indoor agricultural workers were covered under 
the act, outdoor workers, which we have the most of, like Simcoe, 
8rantford, or even here [Leamington]. We have the apple pickers; 
they are not covered under the Health and Safety Act. And we were 
looking in the total coverage. We're still [emphasis added by 
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informant] in the process of the E.I so that they can have the same 
rights as Canadians do .. . " 

The first thing that the key informant from Justice4MigrantWorkers argued 

was that there is a main breach in migrant agricultural workers' contract since 

they are not treated as Canadian workers as required by law. This participant 

argued that the responsible bodies of the CSAWP implementation do not make 

sure the contract is complied with in its entirety. Another aspect addressed by 

this participant: 

lilt [Canadian state] does not [pay attention] at all! They don't 
implement what is in all that ... in the workers' contract, I don't think 
any of it is enforced by the patrons or by the government at all .. . 
they just wash their hands of the workers, they don't do anything, .. . 
we should be much more responsible and we're not!" 

The key informant from the OFL expressed his disagreement regarding 

how the Canadian government has managed the CSAWP issues, particularly 

those issues of workers' unionization and bargaining rights. He argued that the 

response that the UFCW has had after the challenges by the state has not 

represented a serious advancement in the fight for migrant workers' rights and 

well-being. The representative of the OFL underscored that there is frustration 

amongst the labour movement because these legal processes take a long time 

and a lot of money; in addition, he underlined that these processes are carried 

out by people who may be law experts but who do not know much about the 

conditions of seasonal agricultural work. The OFL participant also suggested 

other areas of entitlement gaps (i.e., disregard for individual and collective rights 
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for workers, and inadequate wages and living conditions). The representative of 

the OFL made the connection between the poor working conditions of seasonal 

agricultural workers and the importance and influence that neo-liberal policies 

and governments have had upon union and labour legislation (particularly, 

collective bargaining rights). Here are two fragments of the long answer shared 

by this participant to this respect: 

"The union [UFCW] took them to court on this stu", and the court 
ruling basically says they [migrant workers] should have ... they 
should be able to exercise their basic collective rights ... but not fuJI 
union rights, right! So the Tory government said "we'll fix that. we'll 
to give them the right to freedom of association which everybody 
has under the Charter anyway! So it is a joke! [Emphasis added by 
participant].. . This was a seven-year struggle, by the UFCW to get 
to the supreme court and then get this lousy piece of legislation 
[AEPA] here ... which basically the Ministry made by ultra right wing 
minister, who was just an apologist for .. . (irony giggles) the ... the 
employer association ... n 

"Weill guess if I was to sum up [the Canadian state's management 
of the CSAWP] in one word, it would be poorly! They are not. .. the 
conservatives were opposed to union legislation, they are opposed 
to unions per se, they are opposed to government intervention, they 
are opposed to most social programs... everything is a market! 
. .. what we find today is that whole protocol spectrum has moved to 
the right, right? We have Harper that got elected here, uh ... even 
the McGuinty government, I mean the McGuinty government could 
turn around and change that legislation, and say "we can grant the 
agricultural workers the right to unionize ... They are not going to do 
that, you'J/ watch, they are not going to do that. What they have 
done is moved on Occupational Health and Safety. So I don't.. . I 
think the conditions of immigrant workers and the conditions 
unfortunately of a/l workers is decided a secondary consideration 
for this government. It repealed about sixty to seventy provisions 
under Labour Law. And the liberals just put in a. .. and they 
basically made it much harder to get a union and much easier to 
get rid of one .. . that's basically what they were doing. So I would 
say the governments are not doing pretty much at all .. . And they 
don't want to do anything, and there's ... agriculture has ... Like 
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eve!}' sector in the economy has lot of wealthy people in it, and 
they don't want change. And these governments listen to those 
people more than they would listen to anybody else!" 

As for migrant agricultural workers, they also concurred with several of the 

issues mentioned by the key informants; nevertheless, the majority of workers' 

comments were directed to the lack of supervision in the implementation of the 

CSAWP by the Canadian government Some workers said that the program 

seemed to be well designed, and that it could work well for everybody if the gap 

between what is on their Employment Agreement and what happens in actuality 

was filled through more surveillance and enforcement According to workers, one 

of the main reasons for the existence of this gap is because the program is 

managed "diplomatically" between the governments of Canada and Mexico, and 

there is no space for worker input Here are two comments that express their 

opinion about how the Canadian welfare state is managing the CSAWP: 

"The problem is that those who are in charge of making sure that 
evel}'fhing is going as it must go .. . I guess they sometimes lack 
interest on that. As I somewhere read the other day, there must 
be ... a type of rules that must be complied with .. . , for instance in 
housing, the way in which we are treated, or how we should be 
informed about our job, and that occurs very rarely. There is no one 
really who invigilates that those rules are really taken care of. So I 
guess the program, in the way it was thought . .. r it is designed, is 
ok; the fact that things are not carried out the way they should be is 
another thingn 

"Despite aI/ the things we have to go through and suffer, we come 
and we are ok. But it is missing someone who supervises that 
evel}'fhing that is in the agreement is carried out effectively ... " 
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Another employee added: 

'They don't really know how we feel, but they do what they have to 
do to keep us here just the needed time .. . " 

One migrant worker who has participated in the program for more than 20 

years also expressed the following about those in charge of the implementation 

of the program: 

'They are more worried about the 'weI/being' of their product ... of 
Canada, only Canada. I guess what they care about is ... you have 
a business and that's what matters .. . 'are yo~ going to receive ... to 
ask for my product?' they don't care who they have to run over to 
get that ... I don't think Canada worries [about the workers' rights} I 
don't think Canada has done something for the benefit of the 
workers, they are not like that. " 

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the two key informants from the Ministry 

of labour said that their work was not to give personal opinions about how the 

Canadian state is managing one of its programs. 

4.2.5 Recent Changes Surrounding the CSAWP 

Thanks to the support and efforts by different community actors, the 

situation of migrant agricultural workers has shown some improvements over the 

last few years. As briefly mentioned before, there have been some changes that 

impact their well-being directly. For instance, the meaningful outreach services 

provided by the UFCW's Migrant Agricultural Workers Support Centres, some of 

the results from the UFCW legal challenges such as the extension of some 

provisions of the OHSA, the support by the OFL and the Canadian Labour 
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Congress, the outreach help and information provided by 

Justice4MigrantWorkers, and even some initiatives by the Ontario Ministry of 

Labour such as the partnerships with SISO are a few examples. However, it is 

evident that these endeavours are far from achieving fair working conditions for 

migrant agricultural workers. As one key informant said: 

"'Well, they always talk about how they enforce things, and I have 
no doubt that ... there's been some hiring around inspectors ... 
Occupational Health and Safety inspectors, and so .. . we may see 
some improvements, plus the employers will find "ups I got to do 
this, I got to do thar, but we are a little bit sceptical about how 
much enforcement goes on. " 

In addition, the representative from Justice4MigrantWorkers observed that 

it is very difficult for migrant workers in communities where there is no Migrant 

Agricultural Support Centre to benefit from any of these "small victories" (i.e., 

obtaining parental benefits) because there is no one to help them with legal 

advice and information about their entitlements. 

Besides the help that workers receive from the Support Centres and the 

advocacy group, another positive aspect that was observed by migrant workers 

was that: 

"Some things got better, for instance, salary. That is an 
improvement that occurred in the past two years. Even though the 
improvements have not been as we would have liked them to be, 
there has been some advancement ... 1) 

Notwithstanding the aforementioned, migrant workers also observed one 

negative change that has impacted some of them: 
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" .. . and it got worse in that the program has cutback the work hours 
a lot. In some places workers have very little work and in some 
other places, they barely have any. The negative changes have 
occurred in labour-related issues, with the hours they give us ... " 

Another worker added: 

ILl would like it if they gave us more hours... we think there is a 
government agreement that... that they may have agreed to not 
give us many hours. . . that's really what we think, because 
sometimes there is a lot of work and they won't give it to us. The 
work is just there accumulating. .. they sometimes bring other 
people to support that and do that ... [they are] people from other 
places, sometimes Chinese. Because you know people from here 
don't like green houses, they don't like the work in the field ... And 
it's not only me saying this, when we all gather everybody 
complains about the same. " 

This issue was supported by the representative from the Ontario 

Federation of Labour. He commented that a new "low-skilled workers 

programme", which does not allow the Canadian govemment to intervene in the 

relationship between the employer and the employee, was established in 2003. 

The key informant said that the pilot project was making things worse because it 

has loose guidelines. He shared the following: 

" ... it is about private contractors in the agriculture industry, that's 
another problem where you have ... they are not going directly to a 
farm, they're going to an agency, a temp agency. So the employers 
order how many workers this day or this week and then more next 
week or less next week. So that's another problem, because none 
of these private contractors are regulated, so who else are trading 
people! And government inspectors don't seem to be doing 
anything so that's been a problem." 
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4.2.6 Advocacy for Migrant Workers and the Legal Challenges 

by the UFCW 

Every worker and key informant in this study, plus many other migrant 

workers to whom I had the opportunity to talk while doing this research, 

acknowledged that the advocacy work done on their behalf is very helpful and 

meaningful to them. Most Mexican migrant workers in Leamington know about 

the help that they can obtain in La Casa Blanca, as they call the UFCWs Support 

Centre. They actually said that La Casa Blanca was the first place where they go 

if they need any kind of help, even before the Mexican consulate that was 

inaugurated in 2004 in Leamington. A migrant worker shared this comment: 

"We think that [Migrant Agricultural Workers Support Centre] is ok, 
because as I said before, many times the consul does not show up, 
not even when somebody is sick and has no one to represent him 
in translating with the doctor. We call them [Support Centre's staff] 
and they take you to the doctor, they translate for you and go with 
you. .. so those kinds of supports are very good and without any 
cosL." 

Another worker added: 

"They help you with translations when you go to the doctor, with the 
translations with patrons when you are in trouble. And they help 
you with some stuff about benefits. They help you with income tax, 
it helps you with that. " 

It is evident that the Support Centre has educated workers about their 

rights and obligations. Most of them mention and thank the help the centre offers, 

for instance, legal advice, going to the doctor, and translating for workers when 

they have a dispute with the employer, etc. In the same way, although in a 
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smaller number, Mexican workers know about Justice4MigrantWorkers and the 

support they offer (i.e., translating for workers, educating them about their rights, 

etc.). According to the key informants from the Support Centre and from the 

advocacy group, both migrant workers' advocates purport to be in constant 

communication and consultation with them; this way, they argue, is how they are 

able to provide workers with the help and support they need. 

During the intelViews, both participants argued that it has been through 

constant dialogue with migrant workers that they have become more informed 

and prepared to help migrant workers about the most common issues migrant 

workers ask about; they said that this is how they have structured their advocacy 

for them. Interestingly, however, neither of the workers who participated in this 

study, nor any other workers with whom I had the opportunity to talk informally, 

knew or were aware of the legal challenges undertaken by the UFCW.15 Finally, 

both participants said that they are pleased to some extent with the results they 

have had from their advocacy work, but that more needs to be done. 

15 This will be analyzed and discussed in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 5 

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

It is important to start this chapter by mentioning that while there is 

evidence that the CSAWP is proven to be successful in different aspects for both 

the employers and the migrant workers, the purpose of my study is neither to 

analyze nor to discuss such features. The interviewed migrant agricultural 

workers themselves said that the CSAWP is of great economic help for them (a 

fact that is also supported by the growing body of literature concerning the 

CSAWP). Furthermore, participants in this study also told me that the program 

can even have different advantages such as exposure to different cultures and 

so on. But the purpose of my study is different; my intention is to discuss the 

situation of migrant workers as individuals who work and dwell in this country 

during the peaks of the harvest season in rural Ontario. 

These workers are an essential part of the Canadian labour market 

regardless of their temporary or nontemporary status. Therefore, they should 

have the same rights and obligations, as well as the same protections, as the 

rest of the workers in this country. To say that Mexican migrant agricultural 

workers receive a better salary in Canada than they could do in Mexico doing the 

same activity, and that they are better off because of that single parameter, 

would be to assume a very simplistic position. Mexican migrant workers are 

essential elements in the Canadian labour market and active participants in the 
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Canadian economy. They expend much of their money here, they pay taxes 

here, their wages are deducted here, and thus their welfare as workers should be 

analyzed considering the standards and protections afforded to them by the 

Canadian welfare state. 

The Canadian welfare state purports to have protections for various 

categories of people who work and dwell here in general. Presumably, one of the 

main functions of the welfare state is to ensure that individuals and groups have 

access to an array of legislation, policies, instruments, institutions, resources and 

services (Turner & Turner, 2005). In addition, the welfare state refers to 

commitment to correcting problems of inequality amongst different groups 

(Chappell, 2001). In the last chapter, I presented a brief review of the most 

important instruments that constitute the CSAWP as well as some relevant 

pieces of legislation that are extended to protect the rights of migrant agricultural 

workers as dictated in the Memorandum of Understanding and the Employment 

Agreement. At the same time, I presented the insight and opinions that migrant 

agricultural workers and key informants have regarding the provisions afforded 

by the Canadian state for protecting their welfare. 
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5.1 Shortcomings in the Fulfilment of the Functions of the Canadian 

Welfare State 

As observed throughout the last chapter mainly by migrant farm workers 

and the representatives from the labour movement and the advocacy group, 

there is evidence of some shortcomings and limitations in the fulfilment of the 

main functions of the Canadian welfare state concerning agricultural workers in 

Ontario. As illustrated in previous sections, agricultural workers are one of the 

most unprotected, thus vulnerable, labour groups in the province as they fall 

completely out of the umbrella of essential benefits and regulations that apply to 

labour in other sectors in the Canadian economy. Migrant workers have no 

opportunity to form and/or join a union or to benefit from collective bargaining 

rights. 

The main ureason" for this denial, as explained by a representative of the 

Ministry of Labour, is the nature of the products of this industry. The bureaucrat's 

explanation was confirmed by the representative of the Ontario Federation of 

Labour. This participant said that the most frequent response the labour 

movement has had from the different levels of government regarding changes in 

laws and/or regulations to this respect is that unionized workers with collective 

bargaining rights would be able to have work stoppages in their workplace. Due 

to the perishable nature of the agriculture products, it is not affordable to have 

such a situation in this sector. The result of a work stoppage in a farm would not 

be the same as that in a car factory, they said. 
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Apparently, the response to make any amendments in the existing laws to 

allow agricultural workers join a union and have bargaining rights, which 

presumably would improve agricultural workers' rights and working conditions for 

agricultural workers in the province (including migrant workers) (Sasok, 2002; 

Verma, 2003), is hindered by the possible economic loss that would likely occur 

should agricultural workers have collective and bargaining rights. The promarket 

and for-profit aspects of the sector are given preference over any aspects 

regarding the improvement of labour-related issues such as working conditions 

and wages. 

The impact of the aforementioned shortcomings is considerable on 

migrant agricultural workers since the protections afforded to them by the 

Canadian welfare state are even more limited than those extended to agricultural 

workers who are Canadian citizens or permanent residents. Canadian 

agricultural workers, for instance, are able to look for any other job which offers 

more competitive wages and better working conditions, or even claim for 

Employment Insurance. However, in addition to the limitations mentioned in the 

last paragraph, migrant agricultural workers do not have the possibility of mobility 

in the Canadian labour market. The Memorandum of Understanding and the 

Employment Agreement are very clear in that no participant of the CSAWP will 

ever be eligible for a different status other than being a migrant worker with a 

work permit. Migrant workers are allowed to work solely in agricultural-related 

activities on a seasonal basis regardless of the number of years of participation 
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in the program and the contribution they make to the community where they are 

employed. 

These restrictions are discriminatory indeed,16 and thus it is important to 

highlight that despite migrant workers' working in the Canadian labour market, 

the conditions established in the CSAWP trap these people in the secondary 

labour sector. Thus, more often than not, they do not have any access to basic 

labour benefits. As illustrated in the last chapter, this situation is exacerbated by 

different reasons. For example, migrant agricultural workers lack or have limited 

knowledge about the few rights they have. In addition, language barriers create 

obstacles during their attempt to access their rights. Migrant agricultural workers 

usually work in distant places where urban transportation is not available. They 

work long hours six, if not seven, days a week. Therefore, it is virtually impossible 

that they find the time and resources to obtain help for bettering their working 

conditions. 

How does the Canadian welfare state redistribute the benefits to people 

who work in its labour market? Migrant agricultural workers pay for benefits such 

as CPP and EI just as any other Canadian worker, and therefore, they should be 

entitled to receive full benefits. In actuality, however, they started to have only 

partial access to these benefits a few years ago. This uneven distribution raises a 

number of questions. For instance, if we need agricultural workers, as we do, and 

if we have needed them for over 60 years, why do we keep them coming back 

16 See Verma, 2003, for a further review regarding the discriminatory aspects of 
the CSAWP. 
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and forth every season? This benefits only capital and stakeholders; it doesn't 

benefit labour. As a matter of fact, my findings showed that this redistribution 

does not occur fairly amongst the Canadian labour market in general, not at least 

amongst secondary sector labour. On the contrary, my findings indicate that 

Canada just wants migrant agricultural workers' labour at the lowest possible 

cost, without taking any responsibilities for the workers. Furthermore, Canada 

only wants the migrants' hard work without any legal or moral duty for those 

workers or the enforcement of their legitimate rights, not even when they 

contribute to the general welfare of Canadian citizens (i.e., Employment 

Insurance payment) and barely obtain any benefits. Otherwise, how could we 

explain the postponement of the changes that would improve migrant workers' 

working conditions such as the presumable outcome of the legal challenges by 

the UFCW? Or how do we explain the creation and implementation of another 

federal pilot project with even fewer regulations as the one described by the 

representative of the Ontario Federation of Labour? 

As commented by migrant workers, they have noticed that the number of 

hours that CSAWP employees used to work have started to diminish in some 

farms over the last three years. According to workers, it is not that there is less 

work to do; it is rather that the employers are giving that work to other foreign 

workers instead, to farm workers who come to Ontario by means that are 

different from the CSAWP. One participant in this study said that when it 

happens on the farm where he works, sometimes Chinese people are brought to 
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work the hours that are not given to CSAWP participants. So either these other 

workers get to southern Ontario farms legally through the federal pilot project or 

perhaps even illegally. The suggestion is that employers are trying to find the 

cheapest labour with even fewer regulations. Further, the federal government is 

allowing this with the existence of such an alternative project and with the 

existence of temporary agencies and private contractors. There is increasingly 

less government intervention between the employer and the employee in these 

two situations. 

What these changes may result in is that employers will likely pay even 

less attention to some of the main issues mentioned not only by the participants 

of this research but also by the migrant agricultural workers who have 

participated in other massive studies such as those by Tania Basok. Employers 

will likely dismiss the improvement of aspects such as housing, working 

conditions, and health and safety in the workplace as there is always a pool of 

secondary sector cheap labour for the employers to pick workers from. The risk 

of leaving the instruments and legislation as it is now (i.e., with power imbalances 

in the contract such as repatriation and the decision of a worker's participation in 

the following season as a named worker completely at the will of the employer) 

allows employers to select amongst either Mexicans or Caribbeans within the 

competitiveness of the CSAWP, or to turn to temporary agencies if the 

participants in the CSAWP do not fulfill the employers' demands for helpless 

workers. 
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So now the question becomes, do the provisions afforded to participants 

of the CSAWP by the Canadian welfare state really reflect the capacity of the 

welfare state? Or is the concern really about the position of the government vis

a-vis the most important demands of the agricultural corporate industry? Is it that 

the Canadian welfare state cannot reach into those domains of secondary sector 

labour? Or is it that the Canadian welfare state chooses not to act upon 

extending its purported main functions to secondary sector migrant labour and 

thus protect their legitimate rights? Or maybe it is because it is useful to have 

these workers in that social position. 

Apparently, the position the Canadian welfare state has adopted when it 

comes to the protection of migrant agricultural workers' rights has little to do with 

capacity; it has more to do with political prudence which favours the so-called 

neo-liberal market tendencies. The OFl key informant said, for instance, that just 

as in any other sector, there are a lot of wealthy people in this industry and the 

government "seems to listen to those people a whole lot more than they would 

listen to anybody else." It is important to consider that position by the 

government. Perhaps it is because by heeding the needs of capital in this era of 

globalization, alleged benefits will flow to every one in society. Perhaps that is 

seen as the best way to go. The aforementioned would totally make sense if we 

lived in a society in which everyone could access the bonanza of globalization, 

but as the findings in this study suggest, we do not live in a society like that, not 

to mention the reality of the participants of the CSAWP. 
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The two types of data presented in the findings of this study (official 

documents and legislation, and migrant workers and key informants' insights) 

can be described, analyzed, and supported by the tenets of the segmentation 

labour theories wherein the labour market is dichotomized into two distinct 

sectors of employment opportunities: the primary sector with the deserving kind 

of workers at the top and the secondary sector with the undesired people at the 

bottom. The principles of the dual market theory seem to explain the issues 

presented in my findings much better than the neo-classical labour market 

theories wherein labour supply and labour demand interact in competitive 

equilibrium, a paradigm that is characterized by a strong reliance on the belief 

that wage rates produce the adjustments that the labour market needs (Fischer & 

Nijkamp, 1987). The situation and experiences presented in the last chapter 

match the characteristics described by the dual market theory as being the 

features of the secondary sector of the labour market. For instance, participants 

in the CSAWP have very low wages, poor working conditions, a low degree of 

unionization (none in this particular case), no chance for mobility in the labour 

market, and no voice or input in policy-making. 

It is important to talk about the fact that migrant agricultural workers do not 

have a voice and/or representation in the issues that mostly affect them. The 

reasons are varied; one is that the lack of voice and/or representation 

presumably impacts their welfare negatively. For example, as one key informant 

from the Ministry of Labour explained, usually unions come to talk about issues in 
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different sectors so that the government pays attention to labour demands. This 

way, the government is able to take into account the labour movement and the 

demands of stakeholder groups and their suggested solutions; in this manner, 

the government can intervene and try to find a solution that better suits the 

demands of both groups. Thus, if migrant agricultural workers are not unionized, 

their welfare is affected in that their demands are not taken directly and 

considered by the different ministries in charge of intervening (as described by 

the key informant). Consequently, the importance of the fact that migrant workers 

are not unionized is considerable for it leaves them virtually out of any possible 

input since they don't have voice or representation in the annual CSAWP reviews 

either. This condition denies them the access to come vis-a.-vis government or 

stakeholder groups at any level, thus leaving the migrants' demands out once 

again because of their social location. 

Another relevant aspect that the findings illustrated is the phenomenon of 

advocacy some groups have done on the workers' behalf. As a response to the 

aforementioned shortcomings, advocacy has been a benefit that has helped 

migrant agricultural workers under the collectivist state. Fortunately, Canadian 

civil society sanctions the collective protections of others; if it were not for this, it 

seems as though no one would care about the protection of the few rights of this 

labour group. At this point, however, it is important to discuss another issue that 

the interviews revealed. Evidently, the advocacy work done, in the first place by 

the UFCW through its legal challenges and through its Migrant Agricultural 
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Workers Support Centres, and in a second place by the group 

Justice4MigrantWorkers, has proven very beneficial and helpful for CSAWP 

participants. Nevertheless, it is very interesting that neither of the workers who 

participated in this study, nor any other workers with whom I had the opportunity 

to talk informally, knew or were aware of the legal challenges undertaken by the 

UFCW. Furthermore, the key informant from the advocacy group reported that 

none of the migrant workers she knows (a lot, at least in the Leamington area) 

knew about the UFCW legal challenges. Is it maybe that the lack of voice and/or 

input which is a characteristic of secondary sector labour also impinges upon the 

relationship between the trade union movement and migrant agricultural 

workers? As mentioned before, it is not that I intend that my findings have a lot of 

external validity and be generalized since my sample is not representative; 

nonetheless, it is a fact that really stood out in my findings mainly because the 

migrant agricultural workers who participated in this research and the many to 

whom I informally talked included people who have been participating in the 

program from one season up to more than 20 seasons. Amongst those people 

were workers who have come to Leamington even before the Support Centre 

was opened and who attend the place rather frequently; thus, one could suspect 

that they would at least have heard that there is a union trying to be their legal 

representative. Evidence proved that assumption to be wrong. 

Another question arising from that is, is the UFCW the best option of a 

union for migrant agricultural workers? The answer, according to the advocacy 
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group Justice4MlgrantWorkers, is no. The key informant from this group said the 

group disagrees with the way in which the labour movement has been managing 

all of this. This participant described the way that is being used is a top-down 

approach wherein "the union knows whafs best for workers when they haven't 

even asked workers at all." The representative from the advocacy group said that 

they completely support migrant workers' unionization, but that the resuH would 

have to be a union that workers decide upon and one that is familiar with their 

experiences. Summing up, there is an institutional difference to advocacy for 

migrant workers and their unionization that is causing the allegedly two most 

important advocates not to join their endeavours. These tensions may hinder the 

positive outcomes that may result if they joined their efforts. 

In any case, the point is that none of these groups has been able to help 

migrant agricultural workers obtain either collective bargaining rights or the right 

to form or join a union. Therefore, they are still left without input into any law or 

policy-making that would provide them with legitimate provisions and protections 

by the Canadian welfare state. 

5.2 Canadian Social Welfare and the CSAWP Within the Context of 

Globalization 

It is evident that the trends of globalization are affecting labour and market 

positively and negatively. For example, those trends have resuHed in the growth 

of different sectors in the Canadian economy as is the case with ag ricu Hure. 
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Nonetheless, the distribution of the bonanza of that growth has been uneven 

within this sector, particularly, for the secondary sector labour force. We know 

that globalization is spreading and that it is increasingly affecting all the labour 

market; however, we have to ask a series of questions about how it is affecting 

the transformation that the welfare state is experiencing. Are the protections for 

workers spreading the way globalization is, or are we simply buying and selling 

labour as commodities in the purest and crudest form of transactions? Has 

globalization come to a point where it has surpassed or disregarded the 

structures of the welfare state? 

It is plain that there has been a shift in the patterns and priorities of the 

Canadian welfare state which has cut back welfare benefits at different levels 

and has embraced different strategies for reducing social welfare cost The 

government is apparently reducing its central role in seffing minimum standards 

despite the Canadian constitution requirement to act according to the principles 

of horizontal and vertical equity (Chappell, 2001). This seems to answer the 

question of why the government is responding only partially to the major issues 

related with the CASWP. It appears that the welfare state is not able or 

committed to respond to legiljmate demands of secondary sector migrant 

workers. Instead, it seems that the welfare state chooses to respond only in 

some circumstances and not to do it in others. 

So, is it really about the capacity of the welfare state? Or, is it ultimately 

about the position of the government vis-a-vis the essential needs of a vulnerable 
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labour force versus the essential needs of large firms? Apparently. the trends of 

globalization and their impact on the welfare state would suggest that it is a 

matter of discretion rather than capacity. As the key informant from the Ontario 

Federation of Labour commented, on the one hand, right-wing governments have 

repealed more than 60 provisions under labour law; however, on the other, they 

have "'made it much harder to get a union and much easier to get rid of one." 

Another example of this discretionary approach is that the federal government, 

while able to intervene and modify unfair and racist stipulations in the MOU and 

the EA through the annual revisions of the CSAWP. chooses to prioritize the 

importance of the production and the economic outcome of stakeholders over the 

wages, rights and working conditions of secondary sector migrant workers by not 

extending collective and bargaining rights to them. A final example is that it is 

dear that the Canadian government has taken a selective approach towards 

human rights for migrant agricultural workers. Despite all the international 

conventions (i.e., fLO and UN conventions on migrant workers), some of which 

Canada has chosen not to ratify I Canada has taken a stance that can be 

considered hostile, or in this case, reluctant to take any action that could 

enhance the recognition and implementation of the rights of the workers 

iabouring in Canadian fields. 

Globalization has affected the Canadian welfare state indeed. The 

influence of globalization on the Canadian social welfare is similar to other major 

upheavals in history (Drover in Turner & Turner, 2005). For instance, the change 
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from times when many social provisions of vulnerable groups were a 

responsibility of institutions such as the family, church, as well as charity and 

philanthropist groups to times when many of those responsibilities were taken by 

the state to accommodate the necessities of the society of the 20th century. 

These days. we are in the middle of another transformation of social welfare 

provision. Globalization trends have undoubtedly challenged the foundations of 

the Canadian welfare state and have made it modify its roles. The findings have 

shown that the protection of migrant agricultural workers' rights is far from 

advancing in the way that globalization is, and apparently, globalization trends 

have a lot to do with it. The transformation that the Canadian welfare state is 

experiencing due to globalization seems to leave the responsibility of protecting 

migrant agricultural workers' rights completely to advocacy groups either from the 

labour movement or from civil society. Apparently, globalization trends are a 

good excuse for leaving those responsibilities to such groups, and I say 

apparently I because in actuality, the Canadian welfare state never really afforded 

legitimate provisions to this secondary sector labour force as this situation has 

virtually been the same since the origins of the CSAWP. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
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The provisions afforded to migrant agricultural workers are limited. Neither 

the Canadian welfare state nor other groups have been able to fully provide 

participants of the CSAWP with the minimum legitimate protections that workers 

in other sectors of the Canadian labour market have and that any worker 

labouring in this labour market should be entitled to. 

It is undeniable that there has been some advancement regarding the 

enforcement of the few rights that are afforded to migrant agricultural workers 

and the gain of few more legitimate rights. For example, some migrant workers 

have started to receive parental benefits, and there have been changes in some 

OHSA regulations to extend its protection to agricultural workers in general. 

Those changes will likely be meaningful in improving their welfare. Nevertheless, 

in the particular case of the impact of the right to refuse unsafe work will not be 

as meaningful on migrant agricultural workers as it could be so long as the 

section X (Premature Repatriation) of the Employment Agreement is not 

amended. That section in the EA, as mentioned earlier, stipulates that the 

employer shall be entitled to terminate the worker's employment and so cause 

the worker to be repatriated, amongst other reasons, if the worker refuses to 

work (Employment Agreement, X: 1). 
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The ability of employers to have workers sent back to their home countries 

for practically any reason is one of the most capricious and negative aspects of 

the CSAWP, and it may be used as an excuse against a migrant worker's refusal 

to work, despite unsafe working conditions. How is a refusal to work going to be 

interpreted if, on the one hand, the OHSA stipulates that agricultural workers 

have the right to refuse unsafe work, but at the same time the EA establishes 

that an employer shall be entitled to repatriate a migrant agricultural worker if he 

or she refuses to work? This study showed that at this point, practically every 

time migrant workers are poorly treated, humiliated, or exploited, and they try to 

exercise the few rights available to them, the possibility that workers will be 

treated with fairness will mainly depend mainly on factors that unfortunately are 

out of their control. For instance, it could depend on the worker's knowledge of 

his or her few rights, or on the lack of it. Fair treatment could depend on whether 

the worker has the assistance of actors such as staff of the migrant Support 

Centres or members of groups such as Justice4MigrantWorkers. Furthermore, it 

could also depend on the interpretation of instruments and laws such as the 

OHSA and the EA by the corresponding government agents. Thus, the workers' 

access to service and supports is mainly dependent on external factors. 

Furthermore, the findings of this thesis also showed that, more often than 

not, the assistance of advocate groups is imperative for Mexican migrant 

agricultural workers to access the few rights they are entitled to. Factors such as 

little accessibility and language barrier are always present. Therefore. once 
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again. the few aspects that would presumably affect positively the well

functioning of the CSAWP from a social justice perspective are left without a 

framework that guarantees the legitimate protection of this vulnerable yet 

necessary labour group. 

Moreover, it is likely that the same tensions in the interpretation of 

Canadian laws such as the Canada's Charter of Rights and Freedoms and the 

Agn·cultural Employees Protection Act (AEPA) occur when it will come to the 

interpretation of the right to refuse unsafe work. That is a possible scenario if one 

assumes that migrant workers start to exercise this new right as soon as 

possible. However, after years and years of being silenced for fear of 

repatriation, exercising this new right will be a difficult challenge for workers to 

overcome. To overcome a fear that has been fed and virtually institutionalized in 

the CSAWP by employers and authorities will certainly need a lot of work and the 

collaboration of migrant workers, advocacy groups, labour movement, and 

obviously, government agents and authorities. 

As demonstrated in this research, the exercise of the few provisions these 

migrant workers may access is dependent on the meaningful advocacy work 

made by the labour movement and actors of the Canadian society. Therefore, 

the efforts of greater numbers of people who are becoming aware of the issues 

related to the CSAWP should be directed at enhancing the momentum initiated 

by these groups. As a conclusion, it seems as though the issues surrounding the 

CSAWP need not more reviews, critiques, or academic studies with 
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recommendations for policy-making. Amongst the growing body of literature 

regarding the CSAWP, there are excellent documents with very clear and 

detailed suggestions that are precisely articulated in ways that they address the 

different spheres and domains that have to do with these issues (Le., provincial 

and federal levels of the Canadian government, supplying countries 

governments, stakeholders, etc.) (See, for example, Verduzco, 2004 and Verma, 

2003 for further detail). Unfortunately, very few of the actions or modifications 

suggested in these documents have been taken into consideration by 

governments to modify the CSAWP for the benefit of the workers. 

Considering the impact that globalization has had on the Canadian welfare 

state, it seems that what we need to do now is more social actions and/or 

activism.17 Apparently, civil society has to bridge the gap that the welfare state 

has left concerning the protections of migrant agricultural workers. It is important 

to clarify that when I argue that the issues surrounding the CSAWP need not 

more reviews and academic studies with recommendations but rather more 

social actions and/or activism, I don't mean to disregard the growing body of 

literature regarding this issues. On the contrary, I argue that there is a need for 

social actions andlor activism that are informed by the existent literature and that 

are documented for future steps. 

It is necessary that the labour movement and advocacy groups, with the 

support of civil society, overcome institutional approach differences and that they 

17 By saying "we," I mean civil society and professions such as social work that 
are committed to the welfare of vulnerable groups. 
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join and redouble their efforts with the workers' input at all moments. The short

term goal would be that migrant agricultural workers start exercising the few 

entitlements afforded by the Canadian welfare state at this point. Thus, it is 

absolutely necessary that we, together with migrant workers, rethink and 

strategize new and more creative social actions for impacting their well-being. 

We need to be strategic if we really want to fight back the effects that 

globalization has had on the Canadian welfare state, and particularly on the 

secondary sector labour. Hitherto, outreach help and efforts such as the 

endeavours undertaken in the different Migrant Agricultural Workers Support 

Centres or the activities undertaken by Justice4migrantworkers are excellent 

examples of the social actions and activism that we need to promote and 

support. 

My findings illustrated that the results of those actions and initiatives can 

easily be seen on the workers' well-being. Lobbying the government and having 

more demonstrations are always good alternatives. Building partnerships 

amongst different groups, bureaucrats, and organizations are other alternatives. 

We can also promote the awareness and consciousness concerning the CSAWP 

and its issues amongst people in general. As suggested by workers, another 

alternative could be implementation of educational workshops. 

To sum up, there is much that we can and must do. I am positive that 

institutional approaches can and must be reconciled so that the priority becomes 

migrant workers' welfare rather than the competition of identifying who is doing 
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more for them. I also have confidence in our agency and creativity, as well as in 

the effectiveness of the social actions and activism by different groups. 
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Projed title: Prot«tion of Migrant Agricultural Workers' Rights 
Consent form 

I bereby agree to participate in this study. j lmderstand that the pwpose of this study is to get to 
know and analyze the opninious and insights that people who participate in and/or are 
knowledgeable about the SA WP in Canada rrright have regarding the issue of how the Canadian 
welfare state has responded to the legitimate claim of more protection to migrant agricultural 
workers and their rights. 

I understand that Israel Gonzalez-Gutierrez (student of the MSW program at Mc~taster 
University) is the principal researcher of this study and that he is being supervised by Dr. Patricia 
Daenzer. a faculty member of the McMaster School of Social Work 

I am willing to participate in an interview that , .... ill last no more thant 45 minutes. I agree to hm'e 
tile interview audio-taped and transcribed. l uuderstand that no iufonnatioll witt risk my identity 
nor my privacy; that I may feel free to not answer any particular question and to stop the tape 
recorder at any time, as well as to stop the interview at any moment~ and that [ will be able to 
withdraw from the study at any time without consequence. I also Wlderstand that if I decide to 
withdraw, all the infonnation that 1 have provided wiJ] be destroye.d. 

I understand that I win be safe SllOUd I do any critique to the way in which the Canadian welfare 
state's dealing with the issue of the protection of migrant workers' rights, and that those data will 
not be traceable 10 me. I understand as well that, if English is not my first language, all my 
participation ""ill occur in Spanish, and that the researcher will personally be in charge of the 
subsequent translation and interpretation of those data, respecting exactly what 1 might have said 
in my language and respecting my cultural background. 

I am aware that I will not receive any direct benefit from participating in this study other than 
contributing to enrich the knowledge and literature regarding an issue that is tal..itlggreater 
importance. I know that if I want to receive a copy of the final report andlor a summary including 
the most relevant of the study (in English or Spanish), I just have to let the researcher know at any 
tinre. if that is the case, I will select a place and date and/or way to receive it so that my privacy 
c.on1inlles 10 be safe. 

Finally, I understand that if I }18ve any questions and/or concerns related to my rigllts as a 
research participant] can contact: 

McMaster Research Ethics Board Secretariat 
Telephone: 905-525-9140, ext. 23142 

c/o Office of Research Services 
E-mail: s:rebsec@.mcmasteLca 

McMaster University 
1280 Main Street W .• GH-306 

Hamilton. ON L8S 4L9 

Participant's signature _______________ _ 
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Titulo del proyedo: Prot«cion de los dertthos de los trabajadores a1!ricotas temporales 
FormuJario de Consentimiento 

POT medio de 1a pTesente manifiesto estar de acuerdo en participar en este estudio. Entiendo que 
el objetivo de este es e-onocer y analizar las opin:iones y percepciones que 1a gente que participa 
y/o tenga conocimiento del PT AT en Canada pueda tener acerca de cOmo ha respondido el estado 
Canadiense a la legitima peticion de una mayor proteccion a los trabajadores agric01as migrantes 
y sus derechos. 

Entiendo que Israel Gonzalez Gutierrez (estudiante de 1a MTS en ]a escue]a de Trabajo Social de 
1a Universidad McMaster) es el investigador principal en este estudio y que e1 estara supervisado 
por]a Dr. Patricia Daenzer, profesora de ]a Escue1a de Trabajo Social de McMaster. 

Estey dhlluesto(a) a participar en una entrevista que no durara mas de miuutos. Estey de acuerdo 
con que se grabe y transcriba la entrevista Entiendo que ninguna infonnacion pondra en riesgo 
rni identidad ni mi privacidad; que puedo libremente no e-olltestar algona pregunta en particular y 
tamb:ien pedir que se detenga 1a grabadora en cualquier momento; y que podre retiranne de 1a 
inve-stigac.ion en cualqmer momento sin ninguna consecue-neja. Tambien e-ntiendo qlle 8i decido 
retiranne, toda la informacion que haya proporcionado sera destruida. 

Entiendo que estare seguro de hacer cualquier critica acerca de la manera en que el estado 
Canadiense este manejando el asUlltO de la proteccion de los derechos de los trabajadores 
nrigrantes y que dicha infonnacion no me identificani. Entiendo tambien que, si el ingles no es mi 
primer idioma, toda mi participacion sera en espafiol, y que el investigador estara a cargo 
personalmente de la traduccion e interpretacion posterior de mi informacion, respetando 
exactamente 10 que pueda haber dicho en mi idioma y respetando mi cnltuIa 

Estoy consciente de que no recibire ningim beneficio djrecto a1 participar en este es1udio mas que 
el haber contribuido a enriquecer el conocimiento y 1a literatnra relacionada con un asunto que 
esta tomando gran importancia. S6 que 51 quisiera recibir lma copia del reporte final ylo WI 

resumen que inc1uya 10 mas relevante del estudio, sOlo tengo que hacerselo saber a1 investigador 
en cuatquier momento, de ser este el caso, yo seleccionare el tugar y fecha y/o ta manera en que 
quiera recibirlo de manera que mi privacidad se siga manteniendo segura. 

Finatmeute, entiendo que si teugo cualquier duda yio preocupacion ligada a mis derechos como 
partieipante de esta investigaeion, PlledO e-on1actar a: 

McMaster Research Ethics Board Secretariat 
Telephone: 905-525-9140, ext. 23142 

c/o Office of Research Services 
E-mail: srebsec@mcmaster.ca 

McMaster University 
1280 Main Street W., GH-306 

Hamilton, ON L8S 4L9 

Firma del participante ______ ______ _ 
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Letter of Information 

I am Israel Gonzalez, a student in the Master of Social Work at the School of 
Social Work in McMaster University. I will be conducting a study under the 
supervision of Dr. Patricia Daenzer. 

This study will try to gather the voices of migrant workers 18, union 
representatives, representatives of the Ontario Federation of Labour. and 
representatives of the Ontario Ministry of Citizenship and Immigration in order to 
have their opinions and insight about the protection of Mexican agricultural 
workers' rights who participate in the Seasonal Agn'cultural Workers Program 
(SAWP). If you are interested in participating. I would like to set up a time to 
conduct an interview with you in a place and time of your choice. 

The interview would take 30 to 45 minutes. If you would like to see the questions 
before the interview, I am happy to send them to you (all you'd have to do is ask 
for it to the researcher). For purposes of the study, I would like to audio-tape the 
interview and later transcribed, only if you permit so. You would have the right to 
stop the tape recorder, to skip answering to any question, or to stop the interview 
at any point during our conversation without any consequences. You would also 
have the right to contact the researcher after the interview and ask that any part 
of the interview (or the whole interview) be removed from the study. In this 
situation, the tape and any notes and transcriptions would be destroyed by the 
researcher himself. 

Participation in this study will be totally confidential. You would not be identified 
as a study participant in any reports or publication of this research. You would be 
asked to suggest an alias to be used in place of your name for the duration of the 
project. The researcher would provide you with one if you prefer. Interview tapes, 
notes, and transcripts will be kept locked in the researcher's house and only he 
will have access to it. 

There are no risks to participation in this study. Benefits include the opportunity 
to reflect on and express your ideas about the issues surrounding the SAWP. 
Also, academics and larger community will benefit from your insight about this 
important issue. 

Your participation is completely voluntary and thus you can refuse to participate. I 
totally understand that you are busy and may not want to, or have time to do this 
right now. In addition. if you decide to participate, you may withdraw from the 
study at any point with no consequences at all. Please feel free to ask any 

III Your participation and communication with t he researcher would aU be completely your native language, 
English or Spanish. 
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questions or concerns you have about this study at any time. This project has 
been reviewed and received ethics clearance by the McMaster Research Ethics 
Board. If you have any question and/or concern regarding your participation in 
this study, please feel free to contact: 

• McMaster Research Ethics Board Secrelariat 
TelepMne: ~40, e>t. 23142 
<:10 Office <Jf R_roh SeMces 

E-mail: srebsec@mcrnaster.ca 
~ UniYeffliIy 

• I;rael GonzaIez-Gutietrez 
T e1ephooe: 905 664 4755 

E~: solshower@hotmiaLcom 
• Dr. Patricia Daenzer 
E-mail: pdaenzer@sympatico.ca 

If you want to, you will be contacted (at any place, time, and/or way that you 
choose) after the final report is written and you will be given a copy of the report 
and/or a summary including the most most relevant parts of the study (in English 
and/or Spanish) in the way that you choose to (mail, personally, etc) so that your 
privacy is safe. 
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Carta de Informacion 

Mi nombre es Israel Gonzalez., soy un estudiante de 1a Maestria en Trabajo Social (MTS) en 1a escuela de 
Trabajo Social de la Universidad McMaster. Realizare lUl proyecto de investigaci6n que estarii supervisado 
por la Dr. Patricia Daenzer. 

Este estudio tratani de reunir las voces de trabajadores migrantes l9
, representantes de 

UFCW Canada, de la Ontario Federation of Lab OUT (Federacion del Trabajo de Ontario), 
del Ontario Ministry ofLahow' (Ministerio del Trabajo de Ontario) y de 1a organizacion 
Justicia4migrannvorkers con el fin de tener sus opiniones y percepciones acerca de 1a 
proteccion de los derechos de los trabajadores agricolas mexicanos que participan en el 
Programa de Trabajadores Agricolas Temporales (PTAT). Si esta interesado en 
participar, me gustaria arreglar una entrevista con usted en ellugar y horn de su 
preferencia. 

La entrevista tomaria de 30 a 45 minutos. Si quisiera ver las preguntas antes de la 
entrevista, estare dispuesto a mostrarselas (todo 10 que tendria que hacer es pedirselo al 
investigador). Para este estudio, me gustaria grabar y posterionnente transcribir 1a 
entrev:ista, im1camente 51 usted 10 perm1te. Usted tendria e1 derecho de detener la 
grabadora, no responder alguna pregunta en particular, 0 detener la entrevista en 
cualquier momento de nuestra conversacion sin consecuencia alguna. Tambien tendria el 
derecho de contactar at investigador despues de 1a entrevista y pedirle que alguna parte 
detenninada de 1a entrevista (0 1a entrevista completa) se quiten del estudio. En esta 
situacion, el cassette, las notas y transcripciones sedan destruidas por el mismo 
investigador. 

La part:icipacion en este esturuo es total mente confidencial. Usted no sena identificado 
como participante del mismo en los reportes 0 publicaciones de esta investigacion. Se le 
pediria que sugiera un "'alias" a ser usado en Iugar de su nombre durante el proyecto, 0 el 
investigador Ie daria alguno si usted 10 prefiere. Los cassettes, las notas, y las 
transcipciones senin guardadas bajo Have en la casa del investigador y solo este tendra 
acceso a 1a mismas. 

No hay riesgo de participar en este estudio. Los beneficios pueden ser ]a oportunidad de 
ret1exionar y expresar sus ideas acerca de los asuntos relacionados con el (PTA T). Al 
mismo tiempo, los academicos y la comunidad en general se beneficianin con sus 
percepciones acerca de este tema. 

Su participacion es completamente voluntaria y por 10 tanto puede negarse a participar. 
Entiendo completamente que es una persona ocupada y tal vez no quiera, 0 no tenga 
tiempo de hacer esto en este momento. Ademas, si decide participar, se pdni retirar del 
estudio en cualquier momenta si consecuencias. POI favor sientase libre de preguntar 10 

19 Tu p..'lrticipacion }' comulllcacion con eJ investigador sera compJetanJel1te en tu Jellb'l/a materna, ingles 0 
espano!. 
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que sea acerca de este estudio en cualquier momento. Este proyecto ha sido revisado y 
autorizado por el McMaster Research Ethics Board (Consejo de Investigacion Etica de 
McMaster). Si tiene alguna pregunta y/o preocupacion respecto a su participacion en este 
estudio, por favor no dude en coniactar: 

UcMast6f Research Ethics Board Secretariat 
Tel<ifono: 905-525-9140. en. 23142 
do Office of Research Savices 

Corteo e!edr6nim: srebsec@mcmaster.ca 
~ Universi!y 
Islael Gonza)ez-&meirez 
T <>Moo;,: 005 664 4755 

Correo eledr6nico: solshower@hotmial.com 
• Dr. Patricia Daenzer. 

Correo electronico: pdaenzer@sympatico.ca 

Si usted gusta, sem contactado (en ellugar, momento y/o la manera que usted escoja) una 
vez que sea escrito el reporte final para recibir una copia, 0 un resumen que inc1uya las 
partes mas importantes del estudio (en espanol y/o en inglis). Usted escogeria la manera 
(eoITeo, personalmente, etc) en que se entregaria esto con el fin de mantener la seb'1lridad 
de su privacidad. 
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Interview Guide 

Topics to be included in the interview: 

1. How did you first know about the SA WP? (How did you become 
interested/involved in it; w'hat was your impression when you first heard of it; 
how long slbe's known about it.) 

2. TeH me your general opllllons of the program (probe the main advantages, 
disadvantages, issues they see of the program, both economically and socially. 
Who gets the biggest benefit, if there is someone) 

3. Tell me 'what you think about the situation of the workers (do they get what they 
are promised? has it been the same since the program started? has it 
improved/worsened? Do you think their situation should change?) 

4. Ten me, how do you think Canada has managed this program so far? (IS Canada 
interested in the workers' well being? Does Canada protect migrant worke.rs and 
their rights? Has Canada done something for the benefit of the workers? Probe 
examples) 

5. Have you heard anything about the developments UFCW Canada has initiated in 
order to be the union legal representative of migrant agricultural workers? 

Sa. If so, what do you know about it? (What is your opinion about that? 
Do you have any idea of how all that started? Do you have any idea of 
who have been the main players in those processes?) 

6. How do you think the Canadian government and instiult10ns responded to that? 
(How would you like it to be different for the better? What would you like to see 
happening for the program to be a "best practice" migration program?) 

7. Is there anything else you might like to add about these issues? 
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Guia de Entrevista 

Temas a incluir en la entrevista: 

] . j,Como se entero por primera vez del Programa de Trabajadores Agricolas 
Temporales (PTAT) (l,Como se intereso/involucro en el? LCual fue su primera 
impresi6n al oir de este? "Hace em into tiempo que sabe de el?) 

2. Digame su opinion general del program a (pregtmtar por las ventajas y desventajas 
princ.ipales, Jos problemas que yean en e1 program a, tanto ec.onomic.amente, c.omo 
socialmente. i,quien obtiene el mayor benef'icio? De haber alguien que 10 tenga) 

3. Digame que piensa acerca de la situacion de los trabajadores. (l,obtienen 10 que se 
les promete? l,han tenido la misma situacion desde que empez6 el prograrna? l,se 
ha mejorado/empeorado? "cree que la situacion de los trabajadores deberia 
cambiar?) 

4. Digame, l,que piensa de como Canada ha manejado el progranla hasta ahora? (l,se 
interesa Canada en el bienestar de los trabajadores? l,Protege Canada a los 
trabajadores migrantes y a SllS derechos? "ha hecho Canada algo en beneficio de 
los trabajadores? Perur ejemplos ) 

5. l,Ha escuchado algo acerca de los procesos iniciados por UFCW Canada con el 
objeto de ser el sindicato que represente JegaJmente a Jos trabajadores agriicoJas 
temporales? 

Sa. De ser asi, l,que sabe al respecto?(l,cmil es su opinion acerca de eso? i,tiene 
alguna idea de como empezo todo eso? "tiene alguna idea de quienes han sido los 
actores principales en esos procesos?) 

6. Que piensa de como el gobiemo e instituciones canaruenses han respondido ante 
estas situaciones? (l,en que manera Ie gustaria que el programa mejorani'? l,que 
cambio Ie gustaria ver en el program a para poder ser considerado un programa de 
migracion "de las mejores prflcticas") 

7. i,Hay algo mas que quisiera agregar acerca de estos asuntos? 
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WHffiEAS the Government of Canada and the Government of the United Mexican States are desirous that employment of a 
se..~sonal nMure be arranged tor Mexican Agricultural Workers in Canada where Canada determines that such workers are 
needed to satisfy the requirements at the Canadian agricultural labour market; and. 

WHEREAS the Government of Canada and the Government of the United Mexican States have signed a Memorandum of 
Understanding to give etfect to this joint desire; and. 

WHEREAS t he Government of Canada and the Govemment at the United Mexican States aqree that an Agreement for the 
Employment in Canada of seasonal agricultural workers from Mexico be signed by each partIcipating employer and worker; 
and. 

WHEREAS the Government of Canada and the Government of the United Mexican States agree that an agent for the 
Government ot the United Mexican States known as the "GOVERNMENT AGENT" shall be stationed in Canada to assist in the 
administration of the program; 

THEREfORE. the followinq aqreement for the emplovment in Canada of seasonal anricultural "\fOrkers trom l'.tfexico is made in 
duplicate this day of 20 _____ _ 

SCOPE AND PERIOD OF EMPLOYMENT 

The EMPLOYER agrees to: 

Employ the WORKER IS) assigned to him by the Government of the United Mexican States under the Mexican Seasonal 
Agricultural Workers Program and to accept the terms and conditions hereunder as forming part of the employment 
Agreement between himself and such referred WORKER(S). The number of WORKERS to be employed shall be as set 
oot in the attached clearance order. 

The PARTIES agree as fuHows: 

1. ta} subject to compliance with the temlS and the conditions found in this agreement. the EMPlOYER agrees to 
hire the WORKER/SI as a . for a term of employment ot not less than 240 hours in 
a term of 6 weeks or less, nor longer than 8 months with the exPected comoletion of the period of 
employment to be the .day of • 20 ____ -' 

fb} in the case of a TRANSFERRED WORKER. the term of employment shall consist of a cumulative tenl1 of not 
less than 240 hours. 

Ie) the EMPLOYER needs to respect the duration of the employment agreement signed with tP,e WORKER\SI and 
their rerum 10 the country of origin by no later than December 15th with the exception of extraordinary 
circumstances le.g. medical emergencies). 

2. TIle nomlal working day is 8 hours. but the EMPLOYER nlaY request of the WORKER and the WORKER may agree to 
extend his\her hours when the urgency of the situation requires it, and where the conartions of employment mvolves a 
unit ot pay. and such requests shall be in accordance with the customs ot the district and the spirit of this program. 
giving the same rights to Mexican workers as given to Canadian workers. 

3 . For each silC consecutive days of work. the WORKER will be entitled to one day of rest. but wt1ere the urgency to 
finish farm work cannot be delayed, the EMPLOYER may request the WORKER's consent to postpone that day until a 
nmtually agreeable date. 

4. To give the WORKER a trial period of fourteen actual working days trom the date at his arrival at the place at 
employment. The EMPlOYER shall not discharge the WORKER except for sufficient cause or refusal to worK during 
that trial period. 

5. 111e RECEIVING EMPt.OYER shall be provided by the SENDING EMPt.OYER at the time of transfer an accurate record of 
earnings and deductions to the date ot transter. noting that the record needs to clearly state what. it any. deductions 
can still be recovered from the WORKER. 

6. An EMPLOYER shall. upon requesting the transfer at a WORKER. give a trial period of seven actual \wuking days trom 
the date of his arrival at the place of employment. Effective the eighth working day. such a WORKER shall be deemed 
10 be a "NAMED WORKER" and clause X - 1.{i) will apply. 

7. The EMPLOYER shall provide the WORKER. and where requested. the GOVERNMENT AGENT with a copy ot rules ot 
conduct, safety discipline and care and maintenance of property as the WORKER may be required to observe. 

II LODGING, MEALS AND REST PERIODS 

The EMPLOYER agrees to: 

, . Provide suitable accommodation 10 the WORKER, without cost. Such accommodation must meet with the annual 
approval of the appropriate government authority responsible for health and living conditions in the lNovince wl1ere the 
WORKER is employed. In the absence at such authority. accommodation must meet with the approval ot the 
GOVERNMENT AGENT. 

2. Provide reasonable and proper meals for the WORKER and, where the WORKER prepares his own meals, 10 furnish 
cooking utensils. tuel. and tacilities without cost to the WORKER and to provide a minimum ot thjrty minutes tor meal 
Vreaks. 

3. Provide fhe WORKER \~~fh at least two rest periods at 10 minutes duration. one such period to be held mid morning 
and the other mid afternoon. paid or not paid. in accordance with provincial labour legislation. 
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III PAYMENT OF WAGES MS\V Thesis - I. Gonzalez 
The EMPLOYER agrees: 

1. To allow HUMAN RESOURCES AND SKIllS DEVElOPMENT CANADA IHRSDC) or its designate access to all 
information and records necessary to ensure contract compr,ance. 

2. 1hat a recognition payment of $4.00 per week to a maximum of $128.00 will be paid to WORKERS with 5 or more 
consecutive years of employment with the same EMPl.OYER, and ONLY where no provincial vacatioo pay is applicable. 
$.t>JD rocognition ~Iayrnent is payable to eligible WORKERS at the completion of the contract. 

3. To pay the WORKER at his place of employment weekly vo.rages in lawful money of Canada at a rate equal to: 

i) the minimum wage for WORKERS provided by law in the province in which the WORKER is employed.; 

ii} the rate determined annually by HUMAN RESOURCES AND SKIllS DEVElOPMENT CANADA to be the 
prm.-ailing wage rate for the type of agricultural work being carried out by the WORKER in the province in 
which the work will be done; or 

iii) the rate being paid by the EMPLOYER to his Canadian workers perfom)ing the same type of Ctgricultura! work; 
which ever is the greatest, provided: 

ivl that the average minimum work week. shaff be 40 hours; 

v ) that, it circumstances prevent fulfilment of Clausell! (iv) above, the average weekly ioc.ome paid to the 
WORKER over the period of employment is as set out in Clause III liv) above at the hourly minimum rate; 

vii that where, for any reason whatsoever, no actual work. is possible, the WORKER, shall receive an advance 
with a receipt Signed by the WORKER to cover personal expenses, the EMPLOYER shall be entitled to deduct 
said advance from the WORKER'S pay prior to the departure of the WORKER. 

The GOVERNMENT AGENT and both PARnes agree: 

That in the event the EMPLOYER is unable to locate the WORKER because of the absence or death of the WORKER, 
the EMPLOYER shall pay any monies owing to the WORKER to the GOVERNMENT AGENT. This money shall be held in 
trust by the GOVERNMBIIT AGENT for the benefit of the WORKER. The GOVERNMENT AGENT shall take any or aU 
steps necessary to locate and pay the money to the WORKER or. in the case of death of the WORKER, the WORKER'S 
lawful heirs. 

IV DEDUCTIONS OF WAGES 

The WORKER Bgr-OOS that the EMPLOYER: 

1. Shall recover the cost of non-<>ccupational medical coverage by way of regular payroll deduction at a premium rate of 
$0.50 per day per WORKER in all provinces. 

2 . May deduct from the WORKER'S wages a sum not to exceed $6.50 per day for the cost of meals provided to the 
WORKER. 

3. wm make deductions from the wages payable to the WORKER only for the following: 

il those employer deductions required to be made under law; 

III all other deductions as required pursuant to this agreement. 

V INSURANCE FOR OCCUPATIONAL & NON-OCCUPATIONAL 
INJURY AND DISEASE 

The EA9PWYER agr-ees to: 

1. Comply with an laws. regulations and by-laws respecting conditions set by competent authority and, in addition, in the 
a.bsence of any laws providing for payment of compensation to WORKERS for personal iniuries received or disease 
contracted as a result of the employment. shall obtain insurance acceptable to the GOVERNMENT AGENT providing 
such compensation to the WORKER; 

2. Report to the GOVERNMENT AGENT within 48 hours all injuries sustained by the WORKER which require medical 
attention. 

!he WORKER a9f69S that 

1. 

2 . 

3. 

The EMPLOYER shall remit in advance directly to the insurance company engaged by the Government of Mexico the 
total amount of insurafr\.."'e premium calculated for the stay period in Canada. Such amount will be recov-ered by the 
EMPLOYER with the deduction made to the WORKER'S wages according to clause IV - 1. In the case where the 
WORKER !eaves Canada before the employment agreement has expired. the EMPl.OYER wi!! be entitled to recover any 
unused portion of the insurance premium from the insurance company; 

He will report to the EMPLOYER and the GOVERNMENT AGENT, within 48 hours, all injuries sustained which require 
medical attention. 

The coverage for insurance shall include: 

il the expenses jor non-occupational medical insurance which include accident. sickness. 
ho.."Pitalization and death benefits; 

iil any other expenses that might be looked upon under the agreement between the Government of Mexico and 
the insurance company to be of benetit to the WORKER. 

4. If the WORKER dies during t he period of employment, the EHlPl.OYER shall notify t he GOVERNMeIIT AGENT and upon 
receipt ot instn'c tions trom the GOVERNMENT AGENT, either: 

iI provide suitable burial; or 
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iiI remit to the GOVERNMENT AGENT a sum of money which shall represent the costs that the EMPlOYER would 
have incurred under aause 4 (il above. in order that such monies be applied towards the costs undertaken by 
the Government of Mexico in having the WORKER retumed to his relatives in Mexico. 

VI MAINTENANCE OF WORK RECORDS AND STATEMENT OF EARNJNGS 

The EMPLOYER agrees to: 

i. Maintain and forward to the GOVERNMENT AGENT proper and accurate attendance and pay records. 

Ii. Provide to the worker a clear statement of earnings and deductions with each pay. 

VII TRAVEL AND RECEPTION ARRANGEMENTS 

The EMPLOYER agrees to: 

1. Pay to the travel agent the cost of two-way air transportation of the WORKER for travel from Mexico Oty to Canada 
by the most economical means. 

2. Make arrangements: 

il to meet or h..'1ve his agent meet and transport the WORKER tram his point at arrival in Canada to his place ot 
employment and, upon termination of his employment to transport the WORKER to his place of departure from 
Canada; and 

Il) to imam) and obtain the consent of the GOVERNMENT AGENT to the transportation arrangements required in 
ti) above. 

The WORKER agrees to: 

Pol' to the EMPLOYER costs related to air travel and the work permit processing fee as follows: 

1) Costs related to travel will be deducted by way of regular payroll deductions at a rate of 6 percent of the 
WORKER'S gross pay from the first day of full employment The amount deducted for travel is nat to exceed 
$450.00. 

ii) A cost ot $150 for the work permit processing tee. This amount will be deducted during the tirst s1'( weeks at 
work through weekly proportional deduction. 

The aggregate payment to the EMPLOYER for travel and the work permit processing fee is notto be less than $150.00 
or greater than $600_00. 

Where a federaVproviocial agreement on the selection of foreign workers exists with associated cost recovely fees, the 
c0!-1 of such provincial fees will be reimbursed to the EMPlOYER from the WORKER'S final vacation pay cheque. 

The contracting PARnES agree: 

That in the case ot a TRANSFERRED WORKER, the second EMPLOYER may continue to make deductions in expenses 
associated with the program, starting from the aggregate amount deducted by the first EMPlOYER, without exceeding 
the amounts indicated in the preceding paragraphs. 

The contracting PARTIES agree: 

In the event that at the time of departure a named worker is unavailable to travel the EMPLOYER agrees, unless 
othenl\fise stipulated in writing on the request form. to accept a substitute WORKER. 

The RECBVlNG EMPLOYER ag,ees: 

That in the case of a TRANSFERREO WORKER the receiving EMPLOYER agrees to pay the travel agent in advance the 
cost ot oil-way air transportation ot the worker between Canada and Mexico by the most economical means as 
expressed in the Memorandum of Understanding. 

VIII OBLIGA TlONS OF THE EMPLOYER 

The EMPlOYER agrees: 

That the WORKER shall not be moved to another area of employment or transferred or loaned to another EMPLOYER 
without the consent ot the WORKER and the prior approval in writing at HUMAN RESOURCES AND SKlllS 
DEVElOPMENT CANADA and the GOVERNMENT AGENT. 

The EMPLOYER agrees and acknowledges: 

That the WORKERS approved under the Seasonal Agricultural Workers Program are authorized by their work permit 
only to perfonn agricultural labour for the EMPLOYER to whom they are assigned. Any person who knowinglV induces 
or aids a foreign worker. without the authorization of HUMAN RESOURCES AND SKILLS DEVELOPMENT CANADA. to 
perfonn work. for another person or to perform non-agricultural work., is liable on conviction to a penalty up to $50,000 
or two years imprisonment or both. Immigration and Refugee Protection Act S 124{1}{C} and 125. 

The EMPlOYER agrees: 

That WORKERS handling chemicals and/or pesticides have been provided with protective clothing at no cost to the 
WORKER, recefved appropriate tormal or informal training and supervision where required by law. 

The EMPl.OYER a~ees: 

That according to the approved guidelines in the province where the worker is employed the EMPlOYER sha.1l take the 
WORKER to obtain health coverage according to provincial regulations. 
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i\1SW Thesis - I. Gonzalez 
IX OBLIGA TIONS OF THE WORKER 

The WORKER agtees: 

1. To work ami reside at the place of employment or at such other place as the EMPLOYER, with tile approval of tile 
GOVERNMENT AGENT, may require. 

2. To work at aU times during the term of employment under the supervision and direction of the EMPLOYER and to 
penoml the duties of the agricultural work requested of him in a workmanlike manner. 

3. To obey and comply with all rules set down by the EMPLOYER relating to the satety. discipline. and the care and 
maintenance of property. 

4. That he: 
il shall maintain living Quarters furnished to him by the EMPLOYER or his agent in the same state of cleanliness 

in which he received them; and 
iiI realizes that the EMPLOYER may. with the approval of the GOVERNMENT AGENT. deduct from his wages the 

cost to the EMPlOYER to maintain the quarters in the appropriate state of cleanliness. 

5. That he shall not work for any other person without the approval of HUMAN RESOURCES ANO SKILLS DEVB..OPMENT 
CANADA, the GOVERNMENT AGENT and the EMPLOYER, except in situations arising by reason of the EMPLOYER'S 
vreach of this agreement and where alternative arrangements for employment are mo"'de under clause X - 4 . 

6. To return promptly to Mexico upon completion of his\her authorized work period. 

X PREMATURE REPATRIATION 

1 . Following completion of the trial period of employment by the WORKER. the EMPLOYER, after consultation with the 
GOVERNMENT AGENT, shall be entitled for non-{;omphance, refusal to work, or any other sufficieTlt reason, to 
terminate the WORKER'S employment hereunder and so cause the WORKER to be repatriated. The cost of such 
repatriation sha.1I be paid as follows: 

i) if the WORKER was requested by name by the EMPLOYER, the full cost of repatriation shall be paid by the 
EMPLOYER; 

iil if the WORKER was selected by the Government of Mexico and 50% or more of the term of the contract has 
been completed. the full cost of returning the WORKER will be the responsibility of the WORKER; 

iiil if the WORKER was selected by the Government of Mexico and less than 50% of the term of the contract has 
beal completed, the cost of the north·bound and south-bound flight will be the responsibility of the WORKER. 
In the event of insolvency of the WORKER, the Government of Mexico, through the GOVERNMENT AGENT 

will reimoorse the EMPLOYER for the unpaid amount less any amounts collected under Clause VII - '"The 
WORKER Agrees to:". 

2 . If it is the opinion of the GOVERNMENT AGENT that personal andlor domestic circumstances of the WORKER in the 
home country warrant. the WORKER shall be repatriated with tull cost at the repatriation paid by the WORKER. 

3. tf the WORKER has to be repatriated due to medical reasons which are verified by a Canadian doctor, the EMPLOYER 
shan pay the cost of reasonable transportation and subsistence expenses except in instances where repatriation is 
necessary due t o a physical or medical condition which was present prior to the WORKER"S departure in which case 
the Government of Mexico will pay the full cost of repatriation. 

4. That it it is determined by the GOVERNMENT AGENT, atter consultation with HUMAN RESOURCes AND SKILLS 
DEVElOPMENT CANADA, that the EMPLOYER has not satisfied his obligations under this agreement, the agreement 
will be rescinded by the GOVERNMENT AGENT on behalf of the WORKER, and if alternative agricultural employment 
cannot be arranged through HUMAN RESOURCES AND SKIUS DEVELOPMENT CANADA for the WORKER in that area 
ot Canada. the EMPLOYER shall be responsible for the full costs of repatriation of WORKER to Mexico City. Mexico; 
and if the term af employment as specified in Clause I - 1 .• is not completed and employment is terminated under 
aause X . 4., the WORKER shall receive from t he EMPLOYER a payment to ensure that the total wages paid to the 
WORKER is not less than that which the WORKER would halle received if the minimum period of employrnent had been 
completed. 

5 . That if a transferred WORKER is not suitable to perform the duties assigned by the receiving EMPLOYER within the 
seven days trial period. the EMPLOYER shall return the WORKER to the previous EMPLOYER and that EMPLOYER will 
ve responsible for the repatriation cost of the WORKER. 

XI MISCELLANEOUS 

1. In the event ot tire, the EMPlOYER'S responsibility for the WORKER'S personal clothing shall be limited to 1(3 its 
replacement cost to a maximum of $150.00. The government of Mexico shall bear responsibility for the remaining 
e{)st of the replacement of the WORKER'S clothing. 

2. The WORKER agrees that any personal in/omlation held by the Federal Government of Canada and the Government of 
the Province in which the work is performed may be released to HUMAN RESOURCES AND SKJlLS DEVaOPMENT 
CANADA, to Citizenship & Immigration Canada to the GOVERNMENT AGENT. to the Foreign Agricultural Resource 
Management Service, in the case of Quebec, to the Fondation des entreprises en recrutement de main-d'aetfV1e 
ag.ricoJe euangDre and to the Insurance Company designated by the GOVERNMENT AGENT, so as to facilitate the 
operation ot the Foreign Seasonal Agricultural Workers Program. 

The consent of the WORKER to the release ot infomlation includes. but is not restricted to: 

!i) information held under the Employment Insurance Act. lincluding the worker's Social Insurance Number); 

(iiI any hearth. social service or accident compensation related information held by the govemw.ent at the province 
in which the work is performed, including any unique alpha-numerical identifier used by any province; 

l iii) Medical and he.alth information and records which may be released to Citizenship & Immigration Canada as 
well as the Insurance Company designated by the GOVERNMENT AGENT. 

3. That the agreement shall be governed by the laws of Canada and of the province in which the worker is employed . 
French. English and Spanish versions of this contract have equal torce. 
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l\1S\V Thesis - 1. Gonzalez 
4. This contract may be executed in any number of counterparts, in the language of the signatory's choice, with the 

same effect as if aU the PARTIES signed the same document. All counterparts shall he construed together, and shall 
constitute one and the same contract. 

5. The PARTIES agree that no term or condition of this agreement shat! be superseded, suspended, rooamed or otherwise 
amended. in a~ way. without the express written pem1ission of the competent Canadian and Mexican authorities, as 
well 8S the EMPt.OYER and his WORKER. 

IN WITNESS THEREOf THE PARTIES STATE THAT THEY HAVE READ OR HAD EXPlAINED TO THEM AND AGREED WITH 
All THE TERMS AND COND\TlONS STlPULATEO IN THE PRESENT CONTRACT 

BMPLO~SSIGNATURE ____________________________________________________ ___ 

~ESS: ________________________________________________________________ ___ 

NAME OF BMPLOYER: ______________________________________________________ ___ 

AOORESS: ______________________________________________________________ __ 

CORPORATENAME:. __________________________________________________________ _ 

TElEPHONE: _______________________ FAX NO.: _____ ~ _______________ _ 

PLACE OF EMPt.OYMENT OF 
WORKER IF DIFFERENT 
PROM ABOVE: _________________________________________________________ ___ 

GOVERNMENT AGENT'S SIGNA TURf _____________________________________________ _ 

WITNESS: _ ___________________________________________ ___ 

To enhanl.--e readability, the masculine gender is used to refer to both men and women. 
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